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Abstract: Methanol synthesis from carbon dioxide (CO2) may contribute to carbon capture and
utilization, energy fluctuation control and the availability of CO2-neutral fuels. However, methanol
synthesis is challenging due to the stringent thermodynamics. Several catalysts mainly based on the
carrier material Al2O3 have been investigated. Few results on MgO as carrier material have been
published. The focus of this study is the carrier material MgO. The caustic properties of MgO depend
on the caustification/sintering temperature. This paper presents the first results of the activity of a
Cu/MgO catalyst for the low calcining temperature of 823 K. For the chosen calcining conditions,
MgO is highly active with respect to its CO2 adsorption capacity. The Cu/MgO catalyst showed
good catalytic activity in CO2 hydrogenation with a high selectivity for methanol. In repeated cycles
of reactant consumption and product condensation followed by reactant re-dosing, an overall relative
conversion of CO2 of 76% and an overall selectivity for methanol of 59% was obtained. The maximum
selectivity for methanol in a single cycle was 88%.

Keywords: CO2 hydrogenation; methanol; caustic MgO; bifunctional catalyst

1. Introduction

The steadily increasing carbon dioxide (CO2) concentration in the atmosphere de-
mands reduction of CO2 emissions and necessitate CO2 mitigation strategies [1]. A po-
tential approach is the carbon capture and utilization (CCU) strategy, in which CO2 is
captured from large industrial contributors, such as the iron and steel industries and
cement production, and converted into value-added chemicals. A promising product
is the bulk chemical methanol (CH3OH), which is used as solvent for paints, plastics,
and adhesives, as feedstock for the production of numerous chemicals, such as formalde-
hyde, ethylene, propylene, methyl tertiary-butyl ether, and acetic acid, as fuel additive,
and for fuel cell applications. Due to its higher performance, lower emissions and lower
flammability compared to gasoline, methanol is classified as an alternative to conventional
fossil-based fuels [2–10]. Methanol can be used as an energy carrier to store excess energy
from wind and solar power plants at peak production times. Excess electric energy is
converted into chemical ’hydrogen-fixed energy’ by electrolysis of water, and consecutive
synthesis of methanol via CO2 hydrogenation improves the energy density of H2-based
energy carriers by one order of magnitude [11]. Methanol easily releases H2 by steam
reforming, it is, therefore, highly feasible for fuel cell powering [12]. Gas turbines have
been shown to successfully run on methanol, which can be used to provide electricity in
remote regions [13].

The state-of-the-art technology of methanol synthesis is based on the hydrogenation of
syngas, a mixture of carbon monoxide (CO), CO2, and H2. The most common composition
for syngas to methanol synthesis is given in Equation (1) [14].

nH2 − nCO2

nCO − nCO2

= 2 (1)
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Syngas is mainly produced by steam reforming of natural gas (CH4) according to
Equations (2) and (3). The hydrogenation reactions of CO (Equation (4)) and CO2 (Equa-
tion (5)) are exothermic reactions. In both reactions, the total number of moles decreases.
CO2 is partially reduced to CO via the endothermic reverse water–gas shift reaction (RWGS,
Equation (6)).

CH4 + H2O � CO + 3 H2 ΔHR, 298 K = 206 kJ mol−1 (2)

CH4 + 2 H2O � CO2 + 4 H2 ΔHR, 298 K = 165 kJ mol−1 (3)

CO + 2 H2 � CH3OH ΔHR, 298 K = −91 kJ mol−1 (4)

CO2 + 3 H2 � CH3OH + H2O ΔHR, 298 K = −50 kJ mol−1 (5)

CO2 + H2 � CO + H2O ΔHR, 298 K = 41 kJ mol−1 (6)

According to the principle of Le Chatelier, a low temperature and high pressure favor
methanol synthesis. However, due to the chemical inertness and thermodynamic stability
of CO2 elevated reaction temperatures are necessary to activate CO2 and facilitate methanol
synthesis [15]. With industrial standard reaction conditions at temperatures of 523–573 K
and a pressure of 5–10 MPa over Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 catalysts, a carbon conversion of 50–80%
can be achieved [16]. The overall yield of methanol is limited by the thermodynamic
equilibrium (Figure 1a).

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1. (a) Standard Gibbs free energies of reaction (ΔGR
0) for carbon dioxide (CO2) hydrogenation

to methanol and methane, reverse water gas shift reaction (RWGS), and carbon monoxide (CO)
hydrogenation to methanol; (b) Enthalpies of reaction (ΔHR) for CO2 hydrogenation to methanol and
methane, RWGS, and CO hydrogenation to methanol; data calculated with HSC Chemistry 8 [17].

Figure 1a shows the basic problem of methanol synthesis by CO2 hydrogenation. The
standard Gibbs free energy of reaction (ΔGR

0) is positive throughout the whole temperature
range, suggesting specific operation conditions for successful synthesis by making use
of the Le Chatelier principle, and by removing the reaction products during synthesis.
According to Figure 1b, the economic success of methanol synthesis, of course, depends
on sophisticated heat energy management, for example, by transferring the enthalpy of
reaction (ΔHR) from synthesis to distillative methanol/water separation.

In order to shift the carbon source for the synthesis of methanol from fossil-based
fuels to CO2 from industrial processes, it is crucial to provide cheap and robust catalysts
for direct hydrogenation of CO2 to methanol. Industrial catalysts for syngas conversion to
methanol are not as effective in CO2 hydrogenation [18].

In the scientific literature, there is still disagreement regarding the reaction mecha-
nism of CO2 hydrogenation to methanol. Some researchers postulate a one-step direct
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hydrogenation of CO2; others report a two-step hydrogenation process via CO. Direct
hydrogenation of CO2 can be depicted from Equation (5) [9,19,20]. Based on C14 tests, it is
reported that methanol is primarily produced from CO2, while CO is oxidized to CO2 ac-
cording to the water–gas shift reaction (reverse Equation (6)) [3,21–23]. Increasing the CO2
content in the syngas up to 30 mol% improves the energy balance and methanol yield [24].
Higher CO2 concentrations seemingly inhibit the methanol synthesis, as CO2 is converted
to CO by the RWGS reaction. The by-product water shifts the equilibrium of Equation (5)
towards the reactants and deactivates the catalyst by inhibiting the active sites [3,15,25].
Other researchers discuss a two-step hydrogenation mechanism, in which CO2 is reduced
to CO first according to the water–gas shift reaction, and CO is then converted to methanol
according to Equation (4) [26,27].

Various catalysts for methanol synthesis from CO2 have been developed and inten-
sively investigated over the last decades. The main influencing factors for the catalytic
activity, stability, and selectivity of the catalysts are the process conditions, the preparation
method and the choice of the catalytically active material, the catalyst carrier material, and
the use of promotors. The target of optimum process conditions, such as temperature, pres-
sure, feed gas composition and flow rate, the amount of catalyst, and continuous or batch
operation mode is controlled by the thermodynamics of the reaction. The choice of carrier
material, additional promotors, and the preparation method affects catalyst parameters
such as particle size, surface area, metal distribution, acidity and basicity, temperature
and pressure stability. In general, catalysts for methanol synthesis by CO2 hydrogenation
can be categorized as follows: Cu-based catalysts, noble metal-based catalysts (Pd, Pt),
oxygen-deficient catalysts (In2O3), and bimetallic catalysts (Ni-Ga, Au-Ag) [7,8].

Cu-based catalysts have attracted research interest and they are already industrially
applied, mainly with the carrier Al2O3 and the promotor ZnO. In Cu-catalyzed synthesis
of methanol by CO2 hydrogenation, the nature of the carrier material has a pronounced
effect on the reaction [28]. The catalytic activity linearly correlates with the metallic Cu0

surface [29,30], indicating that the reaction takes place at the metallic Cu0 surface [31].
Several studies have shown that the admixture of MgO as an additional promotor increases
CuO dispersion, the metallic Cu0 BET surface area, and the active basic sites for improved
CO2 and H2 adsorption [31–40].

While Cu-based catalysts on MgO carrier without additional promoters have rarely
been described for methanol synthesis from CO2 so far, the bifunctional catalytic effect of
catalysts with MgO carrier material is well described in CO2 hydrogenation to methane.
In CO2 methanation with Pd/MgO/SiO2 catalysts it was found that MgO initiates the
reaction through adsorbing CO2 molecules and thus forming magnesium carbonate on the
surface. The reaction proceeds with atomic hydrogen provided by Pd. Atomic hydrogen
is essential in hydrogenation of magnesium carbonate to methane. After desorption of
methane the carbonate regenerates through gaseous CO2. The Pd/MgO/SiO2 catalyst was
calcined at 823 K [39]. Loder et al. [40] investigated the reaction kinetics of CO2 methana-
tion with bifunctional Ni/MgO catalysts. They developed a kinetic model based on the
Langmuir–Hinshelwood reaction mechanism considering H2 adsorption and dissociation
and CO2 adsorption on the catalyst to take the bifunctional catalytic action of the catalyst
into account.

MgO (also called magnesia) may be grouped in three grades depending on the cal-
cination temperature: (i) caustic MgO, (ii) sintered MgO, and (iii) fused MgO. Caustic
MgO is formed when Mg(OH)2 or MgCO3 is heat treated slightly above the decomposition
temperature. It has a very high caustic reactivity in terms of neutralization rate with
HCl. Depending on the calcination temperature, light-burnt (1143–1273 K) and hard-burnt
(1823–1923 K) MgO may be distinguished. The caustic reactivity of MgO decreases with
increasing calcination/sintering temperature. Sintered MgO (also called dead-burnt MgO)
is calcined at temperatures of 1673–2273 K. It shows a high heat storage capacity and a
high thermal conductivity but low caustic reactivity. Fused MgO is crystalline magnesium
oxide, formed above the fusion point of MgO (3073 K). Its strength, abrasion resistance,
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and chemical stability are superior compared to sintered MgO. In reducing atmosphere, it
is stable up to 1973 K. The chemical properties of MgO strongly depend on the calcination
temperature and duration. In general, with increasing calcination temperature and/or
duration the specific surface area and the distortion of the crystal lattice decrease, and the
particle size increases, resulting in decreasing reactivity of MgO [41,42].

However, to the best of our knowledge, the effect of calcination temperature and
duration on the catalytic effect of catalysts with MgO as carrier material or promotor has
not been investigated so far. From previous studies [40] it has become evident that the
caustic behavior of MgO and its adsorption capacity for CO2 plays a fundamental role in
CO2 hydrogenation with catalysts based on MgO as carrier material. Yang et al. [43] studied
the CO2 adsorption capacity of MgO-based adsorbents calcined at different temperatures.
It was shown that with increasing calcination temperature up to 823 K the adsorption
performance got better, while above 873 K, it started to decrease. While still being in the
range of light-burnt caustic MgO, higher calcination temperature led to a reduction of
the BET surface area and eliminated part of the intergranular porous structure, hindering
diffusion of CO2 in the particles and decreasing the adsorption capacity.

In CO2 hydrogenation to methanol water is formed as by-product. Many catalysts
suffer from deactivation by water. Salamão and Pandolfelli [44] investigated the hydration-
dehydration behavior of MgO sinter. They used partially hydrated sintered MgO and
studied the effect of the calcination temperature (383–1173 K) on its reactivity. Partially
hydrated MgO sinter is characterized by a thin film of Mg(OH)2 on the surface. When
calcining at moderate temperatures of 623–873 K, the Mg(OH)2 layer totally decomposes
but the original structure of MgO is not regained. For calcination above 873 K, the initial
structure of MgO is recovered, but surface area and reactivity will deplete. These findings
clearly show the pronounced impact of the calcination conditions on MgO-based catalysts.

The gap in detailed consideration of the effect of MgO preparation on the catalytic
activity initiated the investigation of Cu/MgO catalysts in this study. The bifunctional
catalyst Cu/MgO suffices the requirements of simple preparation, activity at moderate
reaction conditions, and low technological demand for recycling in blast-oxygen furnaces
in the copper industry.

This paper provides first results with Cu/MgO catalysts in methanol synthesis from
CO2 in a semi-continuous tank reactor. MgO was prepared from MgCO3 at low temperature
to provide high caustic reactivity.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

For preparation of the Cu/MgO catalyst, copper(II) nitrate trihydrate
(Cu(NO3)2 · 3 H2O, ≥99.5%, p.a. ACS), granulated spherical MagGran© (4 MgCO3 ·
Mg(OH)2 · 4 H2O, Ph. Eur., Magnesia AG, Switzerland) with a particle size distribution
of 0–8 wt% < 150 μm, 0–15 wt%: 150–250 μm, 55–80 wt%: 250–600 μm, and deionized
water were used. H2 (99.999%), CO2 (99.998%), and nitrogen (N2, 99.999%) supplied by
AirLiquide were used for the hydrogenation experiments.

The Cu/MgO catalyst with a mass fraction of 38 wt% Cu with respect to the mass of
the MgO carrier material was prepared via wet impregnation. The method was adapted
from Loder et al. [40] from the preparation of bifunctional Ni/MgO catalysts for CO2
methanation. Catalyst preparation consisted of four steps:

1. Calcination: To prepare the catalyst carrier MgO, MagGran© granulate was calcined
in air in a muffle furnace (Heraeus M110) for five hours under mild conditions at
723 K followed by two hours at 823 K (Equation (7)).

4 MgCO3·Mg(OH)2·4 H2O � MgO + 4 CO2 + 5 H2O (7)

2. Impregnation: The calcined MgO granulate (13 g, white) was impregnated with
0.25 dm3 of an aqueous copper(II) nitrate solution (cCu = 35 g dm−3) in a water cooled
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flask under constant stirring. After two hours, the impregnated catalyst precursor
(blue) was filtered off and dried overnight in a drying furnace at 303 K.

3. Thermal decomposition: The impregnated dry catalyst precursor was calcined in the
muffle furnace for one hour at 423 K followed by five hours at 723 K (Equation (8)).
Calcination resulted in a change of color from blue to black.

Cu(NO3)2·3 H2O � CuO + 2 NO2 + 3 H2O (8)

4. Reduction (catalyst activation): To generate the catalytically active Cu0 sites, the cal-
cined CuO/MgO precursor was treated in H2 atmosphere for 3.5 h in the tank reactor
that was also used for the hydrogenation experiments (Equation (9)). The activation
of the catalyst was performed at the reaction conditions of the CO2 hydrogenation
experiments at 573 K and 5 MPa.

CuO + H2 � Cu + H2O (9)

2.2. Experimental Setup and Procedure

The experimental setup is depicted in Figure 2. It consisted of a semi-continuous tank
reactor (BüchiGlasUster “Limbo350”) equipped with an external recycle for the gaseous
reactant stream and external condensation of condensable products. The volume of the
reactor was 0.450 dm3. Gas recycle was performed by a Ziclón 04 gas circulation pump
from Fink. The condensable products methanol and water were condensed in a heat
exchanger (HE) at 275 K and collected in a condensate tank (0.1 dm3). The heterogeneous
CuO/MgO catalyst precursor was placed in the reactor. The temperature of the reactor
(HT1) and the riser to the heat exchanger (HT2) were controlled by an electrical heating
system. The reactor was equipped with a wall cooling system. The temperature controller
was operated by a process control unit based on LabView. The temperatures of the gas
stream were measured by thermo-sensors inside the reactor (T1), before the heat exchanger
(T2), inside the condensate tank (T3), and after the gas circulation pump (T4). The pressure
was measured inside the reactor (P1) and the condensate tank (P2). The feed gas flow
rates were adjusted by mass flow controllers (MFC). The recycle stream flow rate was
measured by a mass flow meter (MFM). All temperatures, pressures, and mass flow rates
were monitored and recorded. A needle valve was installed between the condensate tank
and pump to withdraw gas samples during the experimental run. The samples were
analyzed by micro gas chromatography (GC).

Figure 2. Experimental setup of the semi-continuous tank reactor with external recycle for the
gaseous reactant stream and external condensation of condensable products in bench scale.
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8 g of the CuO/MgO catalyst precursor with a particle size distribution of
200–600 μm was placed inside the reactor and activated with H2 to reduce CuO to Cu
according to Equation (9). After catalyst activation the reactor was depressurized to atmo-
spheric pressure and kept under H2 atmosphere. To start the hydrogenation experiment,
the H2:CO2 feed gas ratio was adjusted to 3:1 (v:v) and the reactor was pressurized to
3 MPa at a constant feed gas flow rate of 600 scm3 min−1. A reference gas sample was
taken before the reactor was heated to 573 K. At reaction temperature, the reactor was
pressurized to 5 MPa. Then, the gas circulation pump was switched on providing a con-
stant gas flow rate of 10 dm3 h−1 over the whole experimental run. When the respective
reaction conditions were reached, the experiment was operated for 48 h. Gas samples were
withdrawn by opening the needle valve between the condensate tank and the circulation
pump and filled into 20 cm3 vials in three hour-intervals, starting 1.5 h after the experiment
had been started. To determine the initial gas-phase composition, a reference sample was
taken during the pressurization and heating phase. After having taken gas samples, the
reactor was pressurized again to 5 MPa with the initial feed gas ratio of H2:CO2 of 3:1. The
time span from pressurization until sampling was specified as an interval (cycle). The last
sample was taken after a reaction time of 48 h, followed by depressurization and cooling of
the reactor. Before the condensate tank was opened the reactor was purged with N2 with a
constant flow rate of 400 scm3 min−1 for 30 min.

2.3. Analysis

Gas samples were analyzed by micro gas chromatography with an Agilent/Inficon
microGC 3000 gas chromatograph equipped with two modules (module A and B). Each
module consisted of a built-in column and a thermal conductivity detector (TCD). The
injection temperature was 363 K in both modules. Module A had a 5 Å molsieve column
with an inner diameter of 320 μm, a length of 10 m, and a thickness of 12 μm of the
stationary phase. For pre-separation of the gases in backflush mode, a PLOT-U column
was installed prior to the molsieve column. The PLOT-U column had an inner diameter of
320 μm, a length of 3 m, and a thickness of 30 μm of the stationary phase. This module was
operated in backflush mode with the carrier gas argon. A column temperature of 373 K and
pressure of 0.2068 MPa were used. The run-time was 120 s with additional 8 s of backflush
time. With this module, H2, N2, CO, and CH4 were detected. Module B had a PLOT-U
column with an inner diameter of 320 μm, a length of 8 m, and 30 μm thickness of the
stationary phase. It was operated with the carrier gas helium. A column temperature of
333 K and a pressure of 0.1724 MPa were used. The run-time was 120 s. With this module,
CO2 (and C2H6, C2H4, and C2H2) was detected.

The methanol concentration in the liquid product was determined by gas chromatog-
raphy in accordance to the method described in [45]. The Shimadzu GC2010plus was
equipped with a flame ionization detector (FID). A Zebron ZB WAXplus column with an
inner diameter of 320 μm, a length of 60 m, and a thickness of 0.5 μm was used.

Calculations were based on the ideal gas law to quantify pressure changes by species
formation and consumption, and to convert volumes at operation conditions into standard
conditions (STP). The total reaction volume was obtained from the volume of the reactor,
the volume of the condensate tank, and the volume of the piping. From the total reaction
volume at standard conditions (VSTP), the volume fraction in the gas phase (ϕi) and the
molar volume (vi) the molar amount of each component (ni) was calculated (Equation
(10)). The relative conversion of CO2 and H2 (Xi) were calculated from the total amount
of reactant at the beginning (ni,O) and at the end (ni,t) of an interval, and of the whole
experimental run, respectively (Equation (11)). The yield of CO (Yi) was calculated from
the total molar amount produced (nCO,t – nCO,0) per mole of CO2 fed to the reactor (nCO2,0)
in an interval and for the whole experimental run, respectively (Equation (12)). The total
molar amount of methanol produced for each interval (nCH3OH,t) was calculated with a
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carbon-based mass balance (Equation (13)). The selectivities for methanol and CO (Si) were
calculated from the relative conversion of CO2 and the yield, respectively (Equation (14)).

ni =
VSTP· ϕi

vi
(10)

Xi =
ni,0 − ni,t

ni,0
(11)

Yi =
ni,t − ni,0

nCO2,0
(12)

nCH3OH,t = nCO2,0 + nCO,0 + nCH4,0 − nCO2,t − nCO,t − nCH4,t (13)

Si =
ni,t − ni,0

nCO2,0 − nCO2,t
=

Yi

XCO2

(14)

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 3 depicts the reaction temperature and pressure during the experimental run.
The experimental run can be split into three phases: (i) heating and pressurization of the
reactor to 573 K and 5 MPa, (ii) CO2 hydrogenation over a period of 48 h, and (iii) cooling
and depressurization of the reactor. In phase i, the reactor was filled with the reaction
mixture in a stoichiometric ratio of H2:CO2 of 3:1 until pressure obtained a value of 3 MPa.
After taking the reference sample, the reactor was heated to 573 K and finally pressurized
with feed gas to 5 MPa. Phase ii started when the reaction conditions of 573 K and 5 MPa
were reached. At that point the circulation pump was switched on and CO2 hydrogenation
was performed for 48 h. The temperature was kept constant over the whole experimental
run. This reaction phase was characterized by repeated reaction intervals (15 in total). In
each interval, the decreasing pressure over time at constant temperature is visible. This is
characteristic for a volumetric contractive reaction and the condensation of the condensable
products methanol and water. After each interval, a gas sample was taken and analyzed.
The reactor was pressurized again to 5 MPa and the next interval started.

Figure 3. Reaction temperature and pressure during one experimental run, consisting of initial
heating and pressurization of the reactor (phase i from 0 to 3 h), 48 h reaction phase characterized
by repeated decrease of pressure due to reactant consumption and product condensation and re-
pressurization (phase ii from 3 h to 51 h) followed by cooling and depressurization in phase iii.

According to the caustification conditions (five hours at 723 K followed by two hours
at 823 K) the catalyst proved to be active with good selectivity for methanol. This may
be dedicated to the caustic nature of MgO that shows high reactivity with respect to CO2
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adsorption. The conversion of the reactants H2 and CO2 as well as the formation of the
by-product CO from the RWGS reaction can be monitored for each interval and over
the total duration of the experiment. In Figure 4 the experimental results of the volume
fractions of H2, CO, and CO2 in the gaseous reaction mixture are depicted over the reaction
time. In addition to H2, CO, and CO2 negligible amounts of CH4 were detected (below
1.5 vol%). C2H6, C2H4, or C2H2 has not been detected. When starting the experiment
only H2 and CO2 were present in the gaseous reaction mixture. Within the first 24 h of the
experiment, the amount of CO continuously increased, while the volume fractions of H2
and CO2 decreased. After this start-up phase, the gas-phase composition only denoted
slight changes.

Figure 4. Volume fraction (ϕi) of the gaseous reaction mixture for CO2 hydrogenation to methanol
over the Cu/MgO (38 wt%) catalyst in the semi-continuous tank reactor with external recycle and
condensation; operation conditions: 573 K and 5 MPa.

Figure 5 shows a cutout of the intervals 9, 10, and 11, exemplarily given for the
volume fraction of CO in the gaseous reaction mixture. The points 1, 3, and 5 depict the
volume fractions of CO at the end of the intervals 9, 10, and 11, respectively. These data
represent measured volume fractions. As mentioned, after each interval and sample taking
procedure, the reactor was pressurized again to 5 MPa with the feed gas H2 and CO2 in
a stoichiometric ratio of 3:1. The volume fraction of constituents at the beginning of the
following interval was different to the volume fraction of constituents measured at the end
of the previous interval. The starting volume fractions at the beginning of the intervals
10 and 11 are represented by the points 2 and 4, respectively. The estimated trend in the
concentration within one interval is depicted by the dashed line. The dot-dash’ line forming
the connection of points 1, 3, and 5 represents the measured gas-phase compositions.

From the gas-phase composition, the relative conversions of H2 and CO2 (Figure 6)
and the yield (Figure 7) and selectivity (Figure 8) for methanol and CO can be obtained
for each interval. The relative conversion of H2 in the first interval, which lasted 1.5 h,
was 8%. In the intervals 2 to 14, the relative conversion of H2 fluctuated between 15% and
21%. As the last interval lasted for four hours to complete the 48 h of the experimental
run, the relative conversion of the last interval was the highest with 23%. CO2 conversion
confirms the trend of the relative conversion of H2. The lowest relative conversion of CO2
of 22% was determined for the first interval, while the highest relative conversion of 32%
was found in the last interval. In the intervals 2 to 14 the relative conversion of CO2 was in
the range of 23% to 29%.

The yield of the by-product CO showed a maximum value of 19% in the first interval.
It steadily decreased to 4% at the end of the experiment. The yield of methanol had an
opposite trend over the reaction time. The lowest value of 3% was obtained in interval
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1. The maximum yield of methanol was 28%, recorded in the last interval. Referring to
the positive trend of methanol yield it is concluded that the catalyst has still not obtained
steady-state activity after 48 h of operation.

Figure 5. Cutout of the trend of the gas-phase volume fraction of CO for the intervals 9, 10, and 11.
The points 1, 3, and 5 show the measured volume fraction at the end of the intervals 9, 10, and 11,
respectively. The points 2 and 4 represent the calculated volume fraction at the beginning of interval
10 and 11, respectively. The estimated trend of the volume fraction within one interval is depicted
by the dashed line. The ‘dot-dash’ line forming the connection of points 1, 3, and 5 represents the
measured gas-phase volume fraction of CO.

Figure 6. Relative conversion of H2 and CO2 for the different intervals during the experimental run.

The interval selectivities for methanol and CO resemble the yield of both products.
In the first two intervals, CO is the preferred hydrogenation product. Within interval 3,
this scenario changes towards methanol. The trend continues up to a maximum methanol
selectivity of 88% in the last interval.

The bench-scale semi-continuous tank reactor was adapted according to state-of-the-
art reactor configurations for industrial methanol synthesis [10]. As opposed to syngas-
based industrial methanol synthesis, pure CO2 was used as carbon source in this study. In
the repeated cycles of reactant consumption and product condensation followed by reactant
re-dosing, an overall relative conversion of CO2 of 76% and a methanol selectivity of 59%
were obtained. The calculated results based on the pressure loss during the experiment
are consistent with the measured concentration of the liquid product at the end of the
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experiment with a deviation of ± 2%. This confirms the accuracy of the experimental
procedure. Due to continuous product condensation both results are significantly higher
than imposed by the thermodynamic equilibrium (XCO2,Eq = 25% and SCH3OH,Eq = 25% at
573 K and 5 MPa; calculated with HSC Chemistry 8 [17]).

Figure 7. Interval yields of CO and methanol during the experimental run.

Figure 8. Interval selectivities of CO and methanol during the experimental run.

Ren et al. [32] investigated the promoting effect of ZnO, ZrO2, and MgO on the activity
of Cu/γ-Al2O3 catalyst. The admixture of the metal oxides increased the CuO dispersion,
the Cu0 surface area, and decreased the Cu0 particle size. While the promoting effect of ZnO
and ZrO2 on CO2 hydrogenation to methanol, when admixed separately, was marginal,
simultaneous admixture of both oxides increased CO2 conversion and methanol selectivity
significantly. Further improvement was achieved with a Cu/ZnO/ZrO2/MgO/γ-Al2O3
catalyst. The optimal temperature for catalyst activation was found to be the process
temperature for CO2 hydrogenation. Though lower activation temperatures resulted in
the formation of smaller Cu0 particles and the generation of a higher Cu0 surface area,
the catalyst particles seemed to agglomerate when the process temperature exceeded the
activation temperature afterwards [32].

Dasireddy et al. [33,34,46] evaluated the effect of alkaline earth metal oxides (MgO,
CaO, SrO, and BaO) on a Cu/Al2O3 catalyst for methanol synthesis from CO2 and com-
pared the results with commercially available Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 catalysts. The admix-
ture of alkaline earth metal oxides enhanced the interaction between Al2O3 and CuO,
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which resulted in a weaker reducibility of CuO. The Cu+:Cu0 ratio and the Cu0 surface
area were higher for all alkaline earth metal oxide-containing catalysts compared to the
Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 catalyst, and increased in the order of Ba < Ca < Zn < Sr < Mg. High
Cu+:Cu0 ratio and high Cu0 surface area were stated as decisive factors for high CO2
conversion. Best results were obtained with Cu/MgO/Al2O3 catalysts, which showed
an increased number of active sites for CO2 and H2 adsorption. Preparation conditions
at pH = 8 further increased the positive effect of MgO-promoted catalysts. The catalytic
performance even exceeded the commercially available benchmark catalyst HFRI20 and
LURGI catalysts [33,34,46].

The oxidation state of Cu-species in perovskite-type catalysts (La-Cu-Zn-O) prepared
with various promotors was the focus of the study of Zhan et al. [35]. A separate admixture
of Ce2O3, MgO, and ZrO2 promoters on perovskite-type catalysts improved the selectivity
for methanol compared to the unpromoted catalyst. The highest methanol selectivity was
obtained with MgO-promoted catalyst. The higher selectivity was assigned to an increased
concentration of caustic sites, higher Cu dispersion, and a special Cuα+ species, which was
different to Cu0, Cu+, and Cu2+ [35].

Liu et al. [36] investigated the influence of MgO-promoted Cu/TiO2 catalysts. Ad-
mixture of MgO increased the number and strength of caustic sites, but decreased the
reducibility of CuO, which was found beneficial for methanol selectivity [36].

Zander et al. [37] compared a Cu/MgO catalyst derived from Cu and Mg (molar ratio
of 80:20) nitrate solutions via co-precipitation to a classical malachite-derived Cu/ZnO
catalyst. They investigated hydrogenation with various feed gas compositions; pure CO2,
CO2/CO mixture and pure CO feed gas stream, at 503 K and 3 MPa. Calcination of the
catalyst precursor was carried out in air at 603 K. When pure CO2 and mixed CO2/CO
feed gas streams were hydrogenated, the Cu/ZnO catalyst showed a much higher activity
than the Cu/MgO catalyst. The Cu/MgO catalyst remained almost inactive in methanol
synthesis and catalyzed the reverse water–gas shift reaction instead. The results indicated
that the rate of methanol synthesis was not only a function of the exposed Cu surface area.
The low activity of Cu/MgO in CO2 hydrogenation was explained by the absence of a
strong metal–carrier interaction in the investigated temperature regime.

Nielsen et al. [31] also studied the catalytic effect of Cu/MgO (20 wt%) catalysts in
hydrogenation of pure CO2 and pure CO feed gas streams. The catalysts were prepared
via precipitation. No information was given about the calcination conditions. Under the
applied hydrogenation conditions (523 K and 5 Mpa), Cu/MgO showed high catalytic
activity in CO hydrogenation and only little activity in CO2 hydrogenation. In CO2
hydrogenation the relative CO formation rate was five times as high as the relative methanol
formation rate. It was concluded that on Cu/MgO, the CO-pathway is much faster, arising
from a bifunctional mechanism. They concluded that the facile CO hydrogenation on
Cu/MgO proceeds via formate intermediates at the metal/oxide interface. The formate
intermediates arise from CO that is inserted into a caustic OH-group from the oxide. This
step is followed by Cu-assisted hydrogenation of formate to methanol. In the presence of
CO2 carbonates are formed and replace the formate species and thus show an inhibiting
effect on methanol synthesis from CO. The catalytic effect of Cu/MgO catalysts on low
temperature methanol synthesis from syngas with ethanol as promotor was found to be
beneficial by Yang et al. [38].

It is assumed that the mentioned Cu-based catalysts [31–40] with MgO carrier/promotor
were prepared at moderate temperatures providing reactive caustic MgO. It has not been
explicitly mentioned in the corresponding papers. Cu/γ -Al2O3 catalysts modified by
ZnO, ZrO2 and MgO were prepared via impregnation method and calcined in air at 873 K
for six hours [32]. Cu/MgO/Al2O3 catalysts in a molar ratio of Cu:Mg:Al = 50:30:20
were prepared by the co-precipitation method and were calcined in air at 573 K [34] and
873 K [33] for four hours. The promoted perovskite-type catalysts (La-Cu-Zn-O) were
prepared by sol-gel method and calcined in air at 673 K for two hours and then at 1073 K for
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four hours [35]. MgO-promoted Cu/TiO2 catalysts used Mg(NO3) · 6 H2O as magnesium
source and were calcined in air at 273 K for four hours [36].

Girod et al. [47] reported in a recent study with steel mill gases and Clariant’s
MegaMax®800 (thyssenkrupp Steel Europe site in Duisburg, Germany) catalyst the feasibil-
ity of methanol synthesis based on H2-enriched blast furnace gases. However, pronounced
catalyst deactivation was observed, highlighting the need for further investigation of trace
compounds in the cleaned steel mill gas streams and their possible deactivating effects
on the catalyst. Reference tests with various synthetic gas compositions also showed
catalyst deactivation within the first 100 h under kinetically controlled reaction conditions.
Raising the temperature and thereby changing into thermodynamically controlled reaction
conditions resulted in constant methanol equilibrium concentration in the product stream
without any indication of catalyst deactivation [47].

Bos et al. [48] investigated the synthesis of methanol by direct CO2 hydrogenation
with a commercial Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 catalyst (CP-488) from Johnson Matthey in a semi-
continuous reactor with two temperature zones, one for the reaction and the second one
for the in situ condensation of the products. CO2 conversion of > 99.5% was reported [48].
From the results of continuous admixture of feed gas and discontinuous removal of prod-
uct condensate the authors concluded that the carbon-based selectivity loss to CO can
be neglected, as—similar to our findings—the CO content remained constant after the
starting phase.

Neither internal nor external condensation and recycling has gained satisfactory
energy efficiency yet. This offers great potential for further investigation. Based on
the semi-continuous reactor concept with in situ condensation a conceptual design for
methanol production based on a stand-alone wind power plant, CO2 capture from air, and
renewable H2 produced by water electrolysis has been proposed [49]. With an estimated
methanol price of 800 EUR t−1, this concept has not yet been made economically feasible,
but it is potentially viable enough to encourage further investigations.

To gain progress in the usage of CO2-rich industrial off-gas as feedstock, the design
of sophisticated reactor concepts, and the development of easy to prepare and recycle
catalysts with sufficient catalytic activity will play an important role in the mitigation
of industrial CO2 emissions. The comparison of literature data with the performance
of the Cu/MgO catalyst prepared by our group encourages investigation of separate
caustification/sintering of the MgO precursor before mixing with the catalytically active
constituent(s).

4. Conclusions

Methanol synthesis from CO2 with a Cu/MgO catalyst was investigated. The topic
has been investigated in an ongoing project to collect data about the interaction of sintering
temperature dependent MgO reactivity and the catalytic activity of Cu/MgO catalysts.
In a first experimental series of catalyst preparation the caustification temperature of the
MgO carrier material was limited to a level of 823 K to obtain highly active MgO with
respect to CO2 adsorption capacity. Then, the MgO carrier was impregnated with copper
nitrate, calcined and activated, and then tested in a semi-continuous bench scale tank
reactor setup. The results of this first series of experiments confirm the catalytic activity of
the catalyst as prepared. The results indicate that the activity of the catalyst, as prepared,
still becomes better after 48 h of operation. From the results of this study, it is concluded
that in methanol synthesis Cu/MgO catalysts with high caustic reactivity of MgO provide
sufficient activity. The results of this study offer a profound basis for further investigation
of MgO-based catalysts with different caustic reactivity. To gain results about the role of
the carrier material MgO the effect of different caustification/sintering temperature levels
on the activity has to be investigated in next steps. However, these investigations will need
an improved determination of the caustic reactivity of MgO and complete chemical and
morphological analysis of the catalyst to identify the effect of MgO quality on the catalytic
activity of Cu/MgO catalysts.
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Abstract: The steel industry is among the highest carbon-emitting industrial sectors. Since the steel
production process is already exhaustively optimized, alternative routes are sought in order to
increase carbon efficiency and reduce these emissions. During steel production, three main carbon-
containing off-gases are generated: blast furnace gas, coke oven gas and basic oxygen furnace gas. In
the present work, the addition of renewable hydrogen by electrolysis to those steelworks off-gases
is studied for the production of methane and methanol. Different case scenarios are investigated
using AspenPlusTM flowsheet simulations, which differ on the end-product, the feedstock flowrates
and on the production of power. Each case study is evaluated in terms of hydrogen and electrolysis
requirements, carbon conversion, hydrogen consumption, and product yields. The findings of
this study showed that the electrolysis requirements surpass the energy content of the steelwork’s
feedstock. However, for the methanol synthesis cases, substantial improvements can be achieved if
recycling a significant amount of the residual hydrogen.

Keywords: blast furnace gas; coke oven gas; basic oxygen furnace gas; methanation; methanol
synthesis; aspen plus; gas cleaning; hydrogen; steelworks sustainability

1. Introduction

The iron and steel industry is among the industrial sectors with the highest production
volumes, having indispensable end-products for modern society [1]. The European steel
industry, in particular, is a world leader in steel production accounting for approximately
16% of the world production (8.5% belongs to the European Union countries), coming
second only to China. In market and economic terms, in 2019 it generated 140 bn € of
gross added value and employed around 2.67 million people [2]. Steelworks, however, are
one the most energy- and carbon-intensive industries in the world, accounting for 27% of
the total industrial CO2 emissions and 4–5% of the total anthropogenic CO2 emissions [3].
Since world steel production is expected to rise in the following years, CO2 and carbon
emissions will increase accordingly, if no proper countermeasures are adopted [1].

During the primary steel production route, carbonaceous off-gases are generated
during the main production steps of: (1) conversion of coal to coke in the coke oven, (2)
pig iron production in the blast furnace and (3) processing of pig iron to steel in the basic
oxygen furnace [1]. Since the usage of fossil fuels (usually coal and natural gas) as reducing
agents in the blast furnace is intensely optimized [4], alternative ways are investigated
for the reduction in those emissions. Generally, a common way to avoid the flaring of
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steelmaking off-gases is their use as internal energy sources both for heating and power
production. As a consequence, a reduction in natural gas and external produced electricity
use is obtained, resulting in a decrease in emissions, primary resources consumption,
and operating costs. Recent works focused on the optimization of the management of
steelworks off-gases networks using a decision support system [5] including machine
learning-based forecasting models [6–8] and advanced optimization strategies [9,10].

An alternative/complementary way of utilizing those gases without deviating from
the already established steel production route is their conversion to added-value chemicals.
The proposed utilization strategy involves the use of the carbonaceous feedstocks for
the production of methane and methanol (MeOH) through the addition of renewable
hydrogen by proton exchange membrane (PEM) electrolysis. Apart from the environmental
perspective, target is to partially replace the fossil fuel demands of the steel plant and/or to
generate revenue by utilizing a by-product stream. Methanol has already broad commercial
uses, as chemical intermediate and fuel [11], whereas methane apart from its commercial
value, can be used within the steel plant for power production and/or reused as reducing
agent in the BF process [12]. The proposed strategy, however, has to surpass or match the
benefits obtained through the conventional off-gases exploitation strategy (i.e., heating and
power production) from an energetic, economic and environmental perspective.

The three mentioned steelworks off-gases (Blast Furnace Gas: BFG, Coke Oven Gas:
COG, Basic Oxygen Furnace Gas: BOFG) are commonly stored in dedicated gasholders,
that act as buffers. These off-gases contain more or less the same compounds but at different
proportions: the most common are CO2, CO, H2, and N2. Small amounts of impurities
are also contained; however, they do not pose environmental threats when combusted in
their traditional use within the plant. However, when advanced catalytic processes are
pursued using these gases as feedstock, then, further gas cleaning steps are required to
avoid catalyst poisoning. The present work considers an already existing gas cleaning
setup prior to the gas holder short storage as the starting point for the process formulation.
In addition, further gas cleaning steps are proposed upstream the catalytic processes,
considering a possible presence of residual impurities in the off-gases, before entering the
catalytic syntheses units.

The scope of this work is to study the integration of renewable hydrogen into steel-
works off-gases for the efficient production of methane and methanol and to exploit the
largest amounts of steelworks off-gases as carbon sources. This is a novelty in respect to
past works [13,14] that exploit only limited amounts of these off-gases and focus mainly on
the exploitation of the COG as feedstock for the synthesis reactors (as it is or mixed with
other off-gases, due to its high hydrogen content). This study has been conducted using
flowsheet simulations in AspenPlusTM. The key points of this work can be summarized
as follows:

• Based on the possible contained impurities, a gas cleaning strategy is proposed in
order to avoid poisoning of the synthesis catalysts.

• The modelling methodology both for methane and methanol synthesis is presented,
and sensitivity analyses are conducted to define specific operating parameters with a
major influence on the overall process.

• Five case studies are analyzed, which correspond to different utilization amounts of
the steelworks off-gases for the production of methane/methanol, whereas one of the
investigated cases involves the combination of methane and methanol production.
The defined case studies also include the discussion and analysis of PEM electrolysis
for renewable hydrogen production.

• The overall benefits of these scenarios are compared to the traditional use of power
production in energetic and efficiency terms. Process improvements are proposed to
increase the overall efficiency of the integrated process.

This work is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the main features and charac-
teristics of the considered off-gases; Section 3 illustrates the investigated process and the
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comprising sub-systems; and Section 4 presents and discusses the obtained results. Finally,
Section 5 provides the conclusions of this work and hints for future work.

2. Steelworks Off-Gases

Table 1 depicts the total volumetric amounts and the mean composition of the steel-
works off-gases, for a steel plant producing 6 MT steel per year [15].

Table 1. Mean composition of steelworks off-gases.

Mean Composition (mol.%) BFG COG BOFG

CO 23.5 4.1 54.0
Ar + O2 0.6 0.2 0.7

H2 3.7 60.7 3.2
CO2 21.6 1.2 20.0
N2 46.6 5.8 18.1

CH4 0.0 22.0 0.0
ΣCnHm 0.0 2.0 0.0

H2O 4.0 4.0 4.0

Potential impurities ([1,12,16]) H2S, SO2, Organic sulfur, HCN, NH3, NOx, BTX, halogens,
heavy metals

Total amount (m3/h) 730,000 40,000 35,000

As shown in Table 1 from an overall perspective, the component that prevails through
the three gases is nitrogen. The inert nature of nitrogen lowers the partial pressures
of the reactants and raises the volume of the feed gases. Thus, it increases the capital
expenses and the costs associated to compression and could lead to accumulation within a
recycling loop. The contained CO and CO2 can be used as feedstock for the production
of chemicals (e.g., CH4 and/or CH3OH). The reactivity of CO is always higher than the
one of CO2 for a considered chemical, resulting, thus, in higher activation energies for the
CO2 conversion [15]. The insufficient amount of H2 contained in the off-gases, dictates
the addition of additional hydrogen for the synthesis. In order to increase the carbon
efficiency of the process, attention should be paid on the addition of renewable hydrogen
instead of fossil based. In addition, it is assumed that after cleaning, the off-gases are water
saturated. This water content should be removed prior to compression, in order to: (i) avoid
condensation that could damage the compressors [15], and (ii) avoid the promotion of the
Water Gas Shift (WGS) reaction that could lead to the consumption of CO for the formation
of additional CO2 [17]. Finally, the off-gases also contain small amounts of oxygen, which
need to be removed for safety reasons prior to the conduction of adsorption processes, such
as pressure swing adsorption [18].

From a particular point of view, the BFG contains large quantities of nitrogen due to
the use of hot air as oxidant within the furnace and low amount of H2 [6]; enrichment is
required for its use as feedstock for methane and methanol production. The coke oven gas
is generated in the coking plant during the heating of coal to produce coke. In contrast to
the BFG, it contains large amounts of hydrogen and can be mixed with the other gases to
reduce the required amounts of additional hydrogen by electrolysis. In addition, it can be
easily valorized within the plant as fuel or feedstock for producing chemicals, due to the
contained hydrogen and methane [19]. The BOFG is generated in the basic oxygen furnace,
where oxygen is injected to oxidize part of the carbon in the pig iron produced from the
blast furnace; it contains predominantly CO [15].

The three steelworks off-gases are generally used internally for heating and electricity
production purposes. For instance, the COG is used for firing coke ovens, as heat input
for rolling mills and to produce energy at the power plant [20]. The blast furnace gas
serves also as a fuel for firing the coke ovens, the hot blast stoves heating the wind to be
injected into the blast furnace and the power plant [21], whereas the basic oxygen furnace
gas, apart from power applications, can also be used for upgrading the heating value
of the BFG in a gas mixing station [16]. Gasholders are used for storing the surplus of
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those gases. However, in some cases the gasholders capacities are not sufficient to contain
the generated quantities and as a consequence, the excess off-gases are flared. In other
cases, the gases do not satisfy the internal requirements and natural gas is purchased.
An optimized off-gas distribution management can improve the efficiency [5], as well as
the consideration of an alternative use, such as for methane and methanol production.
Regarding the available amounts for CH4 and MeOH production, it is assumed that 50% of
the total generated amount is available, after the rest being utilized in internal applications
within the plant [16,20].

3. Process Description

In this section, the outline of the five case studies is described. These case studies
differ on the quantities of the utilized gases for the syntheses and on the produced chemical
(methane/methanol). The case studies are:

• 100% utilization of the available by-product gases (BFG, COG, and BOFG) for the
production of methane.

• Methanation of 80% of the available by-product gases and the remaining fraction is
used in the power plant.

• Methanation of specific amounts of the by-product gases in order to replace the natural-
gas demands of the plant and the remaining fraction is used in the power plant.

• Methanol synthesis of 80% of the available by-product gases and the remaining
fraction is used in the power plant.

• Methanation of specific amounts of the by-product gases in order to replace the
natural-gas demands of the plant and 50% of the quantity used in Case 4 is used for
the production of significant quantities of MeOH (only the remaining by-product
gases are used in the power plant).

The selected scenarios want to cover the short-, medium-, and long-term technology
deployment horizon and to provide useful information in order to reduce the relevant
costs when moving towards the large deployment of the proposed technological option. In
particular, the Cases 1, 2, and 4 are adopted because they actually present the medium- to
long-term capacities required to deploy the proposed technological option. On the other
hand, Cases 3 and 5 represent a shorter-term demonstration of that technological option to
move towards decarbonization of steelmaking.

After the description of the case studies in Section 3.1, the overall process scheme
is presented in Section 3.2 that includes the aforementioned systems (gas cleaning, hy-
drogen production, methane, and methanol synthesis) as well as the power plant. A gas
cleaning strategy is proposed in Section 3.3 based on the possible contained impurities,
whereas Sections 3.4 and 3.5 involve the description of the methanol and methane synthesis
processes and the followed AspenPlusTM modelling methodology. Sensitivity analyses
on crucial modelling approaches and operating parameters are conducted on both pro-
cesses. Finally, Section 3.6 includes the description of PEM electrolysis for the production
of renewable hydrogen.

3.1. Case Studies Description

The integration of methane and methanol synthesis is evaluated for the previously
described scenarios considering a steelmaking plant of medium size with an annual steel
production of about 6 MT. The different case scenarios are evaluated in terms of carbon con-
version, product yields, hydrogen requirements and consumption, electrolysis demands,
as well as overall efficiency of the process. For the cases where power is produced, it is
assumed that a gas-fired boiler is in operation within the plant [16]. Figures 1–5 depict the
different flowrates and utilization factors of the steelworks off-gases.
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Figure 1. Case 1—100% of off-gases as input for methanation.

 

Figure 2. Case 2—methanation of 80% of by-product gases.

 

Figure 3. Case 3—replacement of natural gas demands by methanation.

 
Figure 4. Case 4—methanol synthesis of 80% of by-product gases.
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Figure 5. Case 5—100% replacement of natural gas demands and methanol synthesis.

1. 100% utilization of the produced by-product gases for the production of methane

The first case represents the utilization of the entire available amount of the three
off-gases for the production of methane. Renewable hydrogen is added in basic stoichio-
metric ratio to produce methane. This represents a boundary scenario for the utilization
of the steelwork gases, which is restrictive in terms of hydrogen flows and electrolysis
power requirements.

2. Methanation of 80% of the available by-product gases and the remaining fraction
used in the power plant

The steelworks off-gases have generally various uses within the steel plant and the
main one is for the production of electrical power. However, in this scenario, 80% of the total
amounts of the gases are used for the production of methane with the addition of renewable
hydrogen and the other fraction is sent to the power plant. Before the methanation process,
the enrichment step serves as mixing/upgrading process before entering the power plant.
A part of the COG is dispatched directly to methane synthesis, due to its higher hydrogen
content compared to the other gases. Although, the CH4 content of COG could have a
negative impact in methanation activity, the amount of available COG is relatively small
compared to the total utilized gases, reducing significantly the methane quantities (i.e.,
<1%) in the reactor inlet of the methanation cases (i.e., after the H2 addition).

3. Methanation of specific amounts of the by-product gases in order to replace the
natural gas demands of the plant

This case investigates the possibility of valorizing the steelworks off-gases for the
replacement of the internal steelworks needs of natural gas—assuming an overestimated
case of approximately 50,000 Nm3/h internal natural gas demands for a 6 MT/year steel
plant [12]. The remaining portion of the gases is combusted in the power plant.

4. Methanol synthesis of 80% of the by-product gases and the rest goes to the power plant

Similar with Case 2, 80% of the amounts of the gases are used for methanol production
with the addition of renewable hydrogen, whereas the remaining portion is used in the
power plant.

5. Methanation of specific amounts of the by-product gases in order to replace the
natural gas demands and the production of significant quantities of MeOH

Case 5 represents the most integrated valorization scheme for steel gases for the
simultaneous production of methane and methanol. After the enrichment step, half of the
amount employed in Case 4 is used for methanol production and another part is used for
the replacement of the industry’s natural gas demands. Finally, a part of the gases is sent
to the power plant.

Figure 6 shows a comparison of the energy content of the mixed feedstock of Case 1
with respect to the energy content of the other cases, by highlighting the different off-gases
contribution. In the first scenario, BFG comprises 73% of the total energy content of the feed
stream to the syntheses processes, due to the larger used flowrate, whereas COG, although
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in lower quantity (20,000 Nm3/h compared to 365,000 Nm3/h of the BFG; 5% of the total
amount) contains a significant portion of the overall energy content (19%). This indicates a
higher energy content per m3, due to the contained CH4 and H2 and the lower CO2 and
N2 contents in the COG feedstock. Regarding the energy contents of the feedstock used
in the different scenarios, Cases 2 and 4 use the same feed quantities for the production
of chemicals (81% of the energy compared to Case 1). Case 3 represents the feedstock
energy content for the replacement of the natural gas demand of the plant, while Case 5 is
a combined case for the replacement of natural gas as well as for methanol synthesis (33%
and 70%, respectively).

 
Figure 6. Feedstock energy content for the different case scenarios.

3.2. Integration Options of CH4/MeOH Syntheses Concepts into Steelworks

Figure 7 shows the overall process flowsheet that includes the major sections of the
proposed concept: gas conditioning, methane production, methanol synthesis, hydrogen
production, and the power plant (for the cases where power is produced).

Figure 7. Integration of synthesis units into steelworks—superstructure flowsheet.

The mixture of the steelworks off-gases, after an ad hoc conditioning for removal of
unwanted impurities, is fed either to the methanol synthesis or to the methanation section.
For the methanol synthesis, the feed gas undergoes compression in three stages in order
to reduce the associated compression ratio costs; intermediate cooling between the stages
is provided. Afterwards, hydrogen is added to reach the required stoichiometric number
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and the inlet mixture is preheated before inserted to the synthesis reactor. The produced
mixture is separated using a flash separator into the liquid (mainly methanol and water)
and gaseous products that consist of the unreacted hydrogen and the rest of the initial
feedstock. The last step is the purification of the methanol product in a distillation column,
which removes the contained product water.

The first step for methanation requires compression only in one step, since methana-
tion takes place at low pressures (<10 bar). Renewable hydrogen is added to achieve the
required stoichiometric ratio and the inlet feed is preheated and directed to the reactor.
A flash separator is also used to separate the gaseous products from the produced liquid
water. Table 2 depicts the assumptions that refer to the overall process flowsheet simula-
tions. The off-gases composition reported in Table 1 is taken as the starting point of the
subsequent flowsheet simulations.

Table 2. General assumptions and specifications of the overall process.

General Assumptions Reference

Property method Soave–Redlich–Kwong
equation of state (SRK) [22,23]

Input feed temperature 25 ◦C Assumption
Input feed pressure 1 bar Assumption
Compression stages Methanol: 3, methane: 1 Assumption

Input H2 purity, vol.% H2: 99.9%, H2O: 0.1% [24]
Power plant efficiency Gas-fired boiler: 40% [16]

H2 consumption [H2]in−[H2]out
[H2]in

-

CO conversion [CO]in−[CO]out
[CO]in

-

CO2 conversion [CO2]in−[CO2]out
[CO2]in

-

Carbon conversion ([CO]in+[CO2]in)−([CO]out+[CO2]out)
[CO]in+[CO2]in

-

Methanol yield [CH3OH]out
[CO]in+[CO2]in

-

CH4 yield [CH4]out−[CH4]in
[CO]in+[CO2]in

-

3.3. Impurities and Gas Conditioning

The three steelwork off-gases undergo different cleaning steps in order to remove the
contained, unwanted components before being stored in gas holders. Typical gas cleaning
steps involve dust removal, cooling, scrubbing (for ammonia and BTX removal), and
demistering [19,25]. After the initial steps, additional gas cleaning is required to protect
the methane [26] and methanol [27] syntheses catalysts.

As shown in Table 1, several sulfur-containing compounds can be found in the steel-
works off-gases, which cause corrosion and poisoning of Cu-based catalysts. Other common
impurities include nitrogen-containing species such as ammonia or hydrogen cyanide.
At the high temperatures of the steel production processes, nitrogen oxides NOx can be
formed, which have to be removed from the exhaust gases, whereas at lower temperatures,
NH3 can be adsorbed at catalyst sites, reducing the catalyst activity [28]. Halogens (HCl,
HF, and HBr) are also contained in the off-gases and are known to cause corrosion and
poison catalysts. In particular, experimental works have shown that HCl poisoning could
cause loss of the active surface area of the catalyst and promote sintering of the copper
crystallites [27]. Furthermore, additional reactions could occur between HCl and other
contaminant-forming species such as NH4Cl and NaCl, which when condensed, could
cause fouling and create deposits in cooler downstream pipes and equipment [29,30].
Finally, trace elements and heavy metals are also contained in the off-gases due to the
diverse nature of the feedstocks. Besides corrosion problems, other trace elements pose a
threat to human health and the environment. The distribution and partitioning of these
contaminants play an important role on the undertaken cleaning strategy. For example,
particle filters could be used for solid particles, but if those compounds appear in the
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gaseous phase, more advanced cleaning efforts should be employed, such as solid sorption.
Whether a trace element appears in the gas or particulate phase and in which form, depends
on following factors [31]:

• how the trace element resides in the incoming material,
• temperature and pressure,
• oxidizing or reducing conditions,
• presence of halogens, such as chlorine,
• presence of compounds that can act as sorbents, such as calcium.

Based on the contained impurities, Figure 8 depicts the proposed off-gases cleaning
strategy. Each of the cleaning steps targets aims at a specific impurity group. However,
possible interactions between an impurity and a precedent/succeeding step cannot be
ruled out.

 
Figure 8. Proposed gas cleaning scheme.

A first step is devoted to the removal of any contained solid particles through fine
filters. Afterwards, the contained halogens (HCl, HF, etc.) are removed using inexpensive
sorption materials such as NaHCO3 (Nahcolite) or Trona (Na2CO3-NaHCO3-2H2O) [28].
For instance, in the case of nahcolite, HCl is removed in the form of NaCl, whereas H2O
and CO2 are also formed, according to the following reaction:

NaHCO3 + HCl → NaCl + H2O + CO2.

Regarding the sulfur-containing compounds, H2S is more easily removed at ppb
levels with respect to other sulfur species. A common strategy consists in converting
organic sulfur compounds to H2S and then employing adsorption technologies for the
deep removal of H2S [32]. The avoidance of acid gas removal process, such as SelexolTM or
RectisolTM, despite their efficiency in reducing H2S to ppm levels, lies within their affinity
to physically absorb CO2, which should otherwise be used as feedstock for the production
of methanol/methane [26].

At the hydrodesulfurization (HDS) reactor, organic sulfur compounds and COS are
converted to H2S through the addition of hydrogen. The usual employed catalysts are
based on cobalt and nickel. A possible reaction network for the conversion to hydrogen
sulfide is the following [33]:

COS + H2 → H2S + CO

CS2 + 4H2 → 2H2S + CH4.

Afterwards, a sorption bed containing metal oxides, such as CaO and ZnO, can be
used for the removal of H2S. For the case of ZnO, H2S is removed in the form of ZnS [34]:

H2S + ZnO → H2O + ZnS.

It is an exothermic process, conducted at T < 250 ◦C and as shown in the reaction
stoichiometry, the reaction equilibrium is not affected by pressure, whereas the inlet content
of water could affect the H2S removal efficiency. Studies have shown that H2S can be
effectively removed at ppb levels employing the ZnO strategy [34,35]. However, due to the
contained CO and CO2, additional reactions could occur, with a consequent deterioration
of the H2S removal efficiency [34,36].
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Finally, a guard bed is placed, containing nickel or other inexpensive material to
protect the subsequent synthesis units. It restricts impurities that could have escaped
from the former gas cleaning steps and acts as a final protection before the production
of chemicals. In addition, the gases are dried to remove the contained water to avoid
condensation during compression and/or the promotion of unwanted side-reactions.

3.4. Methanol Synthesis
3.4.1. Process Description and Modelling Approach

Methanol synthesis is based on the following three reactions:

CO + 2H2 → CH3OH ΔH0 = −90 kJ/molCO

CO2 + 3H2 → CH3OH + H2O ΔH0 = −49 kJ/molCO2

CO2 + H2 → CO + H2O ΔH0 = +41 kJ/molCO2.

The first two hydrogenation reactions can be combined to form the reverse water gas
shift (RWGS) reaction, indicating thus a dependency in-between the reaction system [37].
The catalytic methanol synthesis is exothermic and thermodynamically favored by lower
temperatures and higher pressures. Today most of the world methanol production is
covered with natural gas derived synthesis gas that after H2/CO ratio adjustment is
catalytically processed at 50–100 bar and temperatures between 200–300 ◦C (temperatures
required for the activation of the employed catalyst) [38]. An alternative consideration
could be a process occurring at much higher pressures (above 100 bar), which would result
into an increase in the CO and CO2 conversion rates and thus lowering the needs for carbon
recycling [39,40]. This would, however, result in increasing compression costs and power
demands and therefore, it was not adopted in this study.

The most common MeOH catalyst employed in industrial scale is based on
CuO/ZnO/Al2O3, which is also considered in this study. At higher synthesis tempera-
tures, sintering could take place resulting in higher deactivation rate of the catalyst [41].
The produced water, mainly by CO2 hydrogenation, apart from affecting the equilib-
rium, could also adsorb on the catalyst sites and promote catalyst sintering [42]. In past
works, in-situ water removal was proposed for the enhancement of the thermodynamic
equilibrium concentration [43]. The methanol synthesis reaction is characterized by the sto-
ichiometric number (S.N.) where [H2], [CO], and [CO2] refer to the molar flows of the feed
components: S.N. = [H2]−[CO2]

[CO]+[CO2]
. A value of S.N. = 2 refers to a stoichiometric correlation

between the components, whereas the optimum case is slightly above the stoichiometric
number [41].

Methanol synthesis applications result in conversion close to what the thermodynamic
equilibrium dictates. Any additional hydrogen is not consumed throughout the process and
remains unexploited [38]. Therefore, the process economics could benefit from separating
the residual H2 and reuse it in the synthesis reactor.

In this work, MeOH synthesis reactor is simulated using two different approaches: a
thermodynamic and a kinetic approach. The thermodynamic approach is represented by
an AspenPlusTM RGibbs reactor model (based on Gibbs free energy minimization), which
for a given pressure and temperature, calculates the equilibrium concentration of selected
components. The kinetic approach utilizes the kinetic model developed by Vanden Bussche
(with WHSV = 2 kgfeed kgcat

−1 h−1 and Bed Voidage: 0.33) [44]. Simulation results have
shown that for the studied conditions, the deviation of the two modelling approaches is
within an acceptable range (<5%) and therefore, the thermodynamic approach is being
employed in the investigations.

3.4.2. Modelling Assumptions

The modelling of methanol synthesis is based on chemical equilibrium by means of
minimization of the Gibbs free energy. Certain components included in the feed mixture
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are assumed as inert components, having thus no influence in the reaction. Apart from
nitrogen, ethane, and methane are also treated as inert gases that do not affect reaction
equilibrium. The property method that is used in the flowsheet simulations is Soave–
Redlich–Kwong equation of state [45], as past works have proven that it is suitable for
methanol synthesis applications [46,47]. Table 3 shows the assumptions and specifications
for the thermodynamic MeOH synthesis model.

Table 3. General assumptions and specifications of the MeOH AspenPlusTM model.

General Assumptions

Property method Soave–Redlich–Kwong equation of state (SRK)
Feed preheating 150 ◦C

Reaction temperature 200–300 ◦C
Reaction pressure 50–100 bar

Reactor type Thermodynamic—RGibbs
Possible products H2, CO, CO2, H2O, CH3OH, C (solid), O2
Inert components N2, CH4, C2H6

H2 stoichiometry/Stoichiometric number
(S.N.)

[H2]−[CO2]
[CO]+[CO2]

= 1.7–2.1

3.4.3. Sensitivity Analysis

Since the methanol synthesis reaction is exothermic, it is thermodynamically favored
by lower temperatures. However, the temperature range of the catalyst’s activation should
also be taken into consideration in order to find the optimum operating conditions. Higher
pressures are thermodynamically preferred for methanol production (Figure 9a–c), but the
higher compression costs should also be taken into account. Figure 9c depicts the lower
conversion rate of CO2 compared to CO, whereas at higher temperature and pressure
values, CO conversion tends to decrease and CO2 to increase. This fact can be attributed to
the WGS reaction, which is an endothermic reaction and is thermodynamically favored by
higher temperatures.

Figure 9d–f shows the influence of increasing stoichiometric number, e.g., increasing
input hydrogen. Higher stoichiometric numbers result in higher methanol yields for a
given operating temperature (Figure 9d). However, relatively to the input, less hydrogen is
consumed in the reactor (Figure 9e) and more remains unexploited in the outlet gaseous
fraction (Figure 9f), which refers to the gaseous stream after the separation of methanol
and water. Figure 9g illustrates the need for drying of the feed mixture before entering
the synthesis reactor. It can be seen that an increase in the water content of the inlet feed
leads to a strong decrease in the maximum attained methanol yield. This behavior can
be attributed to the promotion of the WGS reaction and consequent CO conversion to
additional CO2, at the expense of the methanol synthesis reactions.

The higher the input hydrogen flowrates, the higher the quantity that remains un-
exploited during the process. Even in sub-stoichiometric ratios, the remaining hydrogen
is in considerable portions, which illustrates the need for efficient hydrogen manage-
ment throughout the process. This could be achieved either through operating in sub-
stoichiometric numbers or employing hydrogen recirculation technologies to lower the
needs for additional hydrogen and increase the overall efficiency of the system.
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Figure 9. Methanol synthesis at different operating conditions: (a) methanol yield at constant stoichiometric number,
(b) hydrogen consumption at constant stoichiometric number, (c) carbon conversion at constant stoichiometric number,
(d) methanol yield at constant pressure, (e) hydrogen consumption at constant pressure, (f) residual hydrogen at constant
pressure, and (g) methanol yield—inlet water content at constant stoichiometric number and temperature.

3.5. Methane Production
3.5.1. Process Description and Modelling Approach

Syngas methanation is a highly exothermic process aiming at the production of Sub-
stitute Natural Gas (SNG) from CO and CO2 with the addition of H2 at the required
stoichiometries. The simplicity and high efficiency of the process have been crucial pa-
rameters for the establishment of this technology for the production of methane from
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waste feedstocks such as biomass [48,49] or steelwork off-gases [19]. For the production of
methane from syngas, the main occurring reactions are:

CO + 3H2 → CH4 + H2O ΔH0 = −206 kJ/molCO

CO2 + 4H2 → CH4 + 2H2O ΔH0 = −165 kJ/molCO2

CO2 + H2 → CO + H2O ΔH0 = +41 kJ/molCO2.

However, based on experimental results, it is assumed to consist of a more complex
reaction network, taking provision also for the formation of solid carbon throughout the
process [22].

A variety of catalysts are employed for the catalytic methanation process. In this work,
a nickel-based catalyst is considered, since it is mostly employed in commercial applica-
tions due to the high activity and low associated costs [50]. Similar to methanol synthesis,
methane production is also favored by low temperatures and higher pressures because it
results in reduction in the total volume. There is currently a variety of established metha-
nation concepts operating at different conditions and reactor configurations [50]. In this
work, methanation is conducted in low temperatures 200–300 ◦C and pressures < 10 bar.

Again, two approaches based on kinetics and thermodynamics are compared using
the reactor inlet composition of Case 1, as a comparison basis. The first approach is based
on the Langmuir-Hinshelwood (LHHW) kinetics derived from Kopyscinski et al. (for
WHSV = 2 × 10−5 kgfeed kgcat

−1 h−1 and Bed Voidage = 0.33) [51]. Because the LHHW
kinetics cannot be implemented directly in AspenPlusTM, a revised form was adopted [52].
The second approach is also based on the thermodynamic model using the Gibbs free
energy minimization method, as already explained for the methanol synthesis system.
Simulation results have shown that the two modelling approaches agree well for the
studied conditions (deviation < 5%) and therefore, for the subsequent sensitivity analyses
and case studies evaluation, the thermodynamic model was used.

3.5.2. Modelling Assumptions

Modelling of the methanation section is also based on the minimization of the Gibbs
free energy. In this case, nitrogen and ethane are treated as inert gases and the used property
method in the flowsheet simulations is Soave–Redlich–Kwong equation of state [22,23].
Table 4 illustrates the assumptions for the AspenPlusTM model of methane synthesis.

Table 4. General assumptions and specifications of the AspenPlusTM methanation model.

General Assumptions

Property method Soave–Redlich–Kwong equation of state (SRK) [22,23]
Reactor type Thermodynamic—RGibbs

Possible products H2, CO, CO2, H2O, CH3OH, C (solid), O2, CH4
Inert components N2, C2H6
Feed preheating 150 ◦C

Reaction temperature 200–300 ◦C
Reaction pressure 1–10 bar
H2 stoichiometry [H2]

3[CO]+4[CO2]
= 1–1.1

3.5.3. Sensitivity Analysis

Figure 10 shows some crucial characteristics of the process at different operating
parameters of methane production. As depicted in Figure 10, CO conversion is almost
complete, irrespectively of the operating pressure and temperature range (T = 200–300 ◦C,
P = 1–10 bar). On the other hand, CO2 conversion, strongly depends on the operating
parameters; lower temperature and higher pressure favor the CO2 conversion thermody-
namically. Higher conversion rates mean higher hydrogen consumption (see Figure 10b),
resulting in >95% consumption in any pressure and temperature range. This results in low
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portion of the hydrogen remaining unexploited in the off-gases of the methanation process.
In addition, Figure 10c shows that methane production is favored in any of these operating
conditions obtaining a methane yield greater than 95%.

 
(a) (b) 

(c) 

Figure 10. Methane production at different operating temperature and pressure: (a) CO2 conversion, (b) hydrogen
consumption, and (c) methane yield.

3.6. Hydrogen Production

Due to the composition of the steelworks off-gases, hydrogen addition is required
in order to reach certain stoichiometric ratios and improve the efficiency of methane and
methanol syntheses. In order to obtain both economic and environmental advantages,
hydrogen needs to be produced in an environmentally friendly way, i.e., by exploiting
renewable sources. In this work, the adopted process is water electrolysis fed by renew-
able energy.

During water electrolysis, the water molecules are split into hydrogen and oxygen
by means of electricity. There are three main electrolysis processes, each one differing
on the operating principles and conditions: alkaline exchange membrane (AEM), proton
exchange membrane (PEM) and solid oxide electrolysis (SOE) [53]. In the present work,
PEM electrolysis is considered as the option for renewable hydrogen production, since it is
an already established technology, it is used in large-scale industrial applications and it is
not sensitive to the fluctuations in power supply, such as in the case of renewable energy
sources [24].

For the calculation of the power requirements, an AspenPlusTM PEM electrolysis
model has been developed. The model incorporates the following main reactions occurring
in the two PEM sections:

2H2O → O2 + 4H+ + 2e− anode section

2H+ + 2e− → H2 cathode section.

In addition, further phenomena taking place inside a PEM electrolysis module are also
considered such as hydrogen and oxygen permeations [54,55] and water diffusion [55,56],
which are estimated in ad hoc configured calculator blocks. Highly pure hydrogen is
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assumed to be produced (<99.9 vol.%), and the overall electrical energy consumption for
the stack is 54.8 kWh/kg H2. The produced hydrogen is stored into pressurized vessels
and compressed to achieve the conditions required for the syntheses units.

A detailed description of the PEM electrolysis model, as well as of other renewable
hydrogen production technologies that are considered possible solutions for the enrichment
of steelworks off-gases, is included in another publication by the authors [57].

4. Results

In this section, the proposed case studies are evaluated using the aforementioned
AspenPlusTM models. The results presented in Table 5 focus on the hydrogen requirements
and consumption, electrolysis demands, product yields, and carbon conversion. Figure 11
shows these key results. Further specific indicative stream results are available in the
Appendix A.

For the three first cases, which refer only to methanation, carbon is almost completely
converted, compared to Case 4, which includes only methanol synthesis, and Case 5, which
is a combination between methane and methanol syntheses. In Case 4, in particular, the
low CO2 utilization rates indicate that CO (see Figure 11a) and not CO2 (see Figure 11b) is
consumed for methanol synthesis. In addition, for the different case studies, the higher the
carbon conversion rate, the higher the hydrogen consumption throughout the process (see
Figure 11c). Figure 11d shows the produced electrical power of the different cases compared
to the base-case, that refers to the traditional, full-scale utilization of the steelworks off-
gases for power production. Case 1 is not included in the comparison, as the whole amount
of off-gases is used for methane production. For Cases 2 and 4, the same power is produced
since the same feedstock amount is used in the syntheses units (19% of the total power).
Case 3 produces 60% of the power produced in the base-case and Case 5, which is the most
integrated scheme, involves the production of 30% of the total power.

If different stoichiometric ratios are chosen (other than the stoichiometric for methane
and 1.7 for methanol synthesis) the required hydrogen feed inputs are greatly affected, as
illustrated in Figure 12. Case 1, which refers to the full-scale utilization of the steelworks by-
product gases, requires more hydrogen compared to the other cases at any stoichiometric
ratio. Although Cases 2 and 4 refer to utilization of the same feedstock flowrates, methane
synthesis (Case 2) requires more hydrogen compared to methanol synthesis (Case 5), due
to the higher carbon conversion. As a consequence of the lower carbon conversion, the rest
of the hydrogen remains unexploited in the off-gases of the methanol synthesis process.

Table 5. Case studies key results (methanation: T = 250 ◦C, P = 5 bar and stoichiometric H2, MeOH
synthesis: T = 250 ◦C, P = 70 bar, and S.N. = 1.7).

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5

Feed (kg/s) 133.7 106.5 35.9 106.5 90.3
Feed compression (MW) 29.5 23.6 8.3 68.3 42.4

H2 feed (kg/s) 13.7 10.9 3.5 6.6 7.0
H2 consumption (%) 98.7 98.7 98.7 36.1 67.9

Carbon conversion (%) 98.2 98.2 98.2 37.0 61.0
CO2 utilization (%) 96.1 96.1 96.0 3.1 39.3
CH4 product (kg/s) 32.9 26.3 9.0 - 9.0

CH3OH product (kg/s) - - - 19.2 9.9
Power production (MW) - 31.9 103.3 31.9 50.8
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 11. Key Results of the case studies (methanation: T = 250 ◦C, P = 5 bar and stoichiometric H2, MeOH synthesis:
T = 250 ◦C, P = 70 bar and S.N. = 1.7): (a) carbon conversion, (b) CO2 utilization, (c) hydrogen consumption, and (d)
power production.

Figure 12. Hydrogen requirements for the different stoichiometries per case.

This is also verified in Figure 13, which depicts the energy content of the residual
off-gases after each synthesis processes and after the separation of the total amounts of
produced methane and methanol, in each respective case. Especially for Cases 4 and 5,
the remaining off-gases have a significant energetic value due to the large fraction of unre-
acted hydrogen. These residual off-gases could either be used for combustion to support
heat-intensive processes, or hydrogen recycling should be included to avoid producing
additional hydrogen by electrolysis. In conventional methanol synthesis loops, a flash
drum separates the methanol and water products from the unreacted gaseous components,
which are recycled back to the synthesis reactor [41]. Alternative processes to recover
only the residual hydrogen include technologies such as pressure swing adsorption [58],
membranes [59], and/or electrochemical hydrogen compression [60].
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Figure 13. Residual off-gases energy content for the different stoichiometries per case.

The PEM electrolysis requirements, as illustrated in Figure 14, are in the range of GWs,
which are restrictive for employment in full-scale, by considering the capacities of currently
available commercial electrolyzers.

Figure 14. PEM electrolysis requirements for the different cases.

In terms of comparison between the energy content of the total feedstock (used in each
case) and the electrolysis requirements, Figure 15 shows the major energy streams of the
Cases 1, 4, and 5. In Case 1, 383% of the energy content is contained in the methane product,
89% is contained in the methanol of Case 4, whereas 105% and 46% are contained in the
methanol and methanol products of Case 5. The electrolysis requirements of each case are
noticeable. In Case 1, 631% of the energy of the feedstock is required for electrolysis, in
comparison to 304% and 322% in Cases 4 and 5. Regarding the MeOH synthesis cases,
however, these figures could be further reduced, if certain amounts of the residual hydrogen
are recycled.

Figure 16 compares the PEM electrolysis energy requirements of the base case without
H2 recycling, to recycling 25%, 50%, and 75% of the residual hydrogen. If recycling 75%
of the residual hydrogen is pursued, almost 50% less power is required for electrolysis,
indicating, thus opportunity for further optimization of the process.
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Figure 15. Sankey diagrams—energy analysis for three key scenarios.

Figure 16. Influence of hydrogen recycling in PEM electrolysis requirements of Case 4.

Regarding Case 5, the benefits of recycling 75% could result in almost 25% lower
electrolysis requirements (see Figure 17). The lower savings percentage compared to Case
4 is due to the methanation section of Case 5, which consumes a major fraction of the
input hydrogen, resulting in less available hydrogen for recycling, which is also verified in
Figure 11.

The benefits of recycling can also be seen in Figure 18, which refer to Cases 4 and 5
and the required electrolysis power to the energy content of the steelworks feedstock (as
shown in Figure 15). The 304% of Case 4 could be reduced to 158% and from 322% to 244%
for Case 5 if recycling 75% of the hydrogen is pursued.
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Figure 17. Influence of hydrogen recycling in PEM electrolysis requirements of Case 5.

Figure 18. Electrolysis requirements compared to feedstock energy content for the different recycling
cases for Case 4 and Case 5.

5. Discussion

In this work, the integration of hydrogen-intensified methane and methanol synthesis
is investigated for three available steelworks off-gases by means of AspenPlusTM flowsheet
simulations. The composition of the off-gases is analyzed and a generic gas cleaning scheme
is proposed for the removal of the contained impurities that can affect the catalyst operation,
which is used in the CH4 and CH3OH syntheses. Thermodynamic and kinetic AspenPlusTM

models are compared for the investigation of methanol and methane synthesis processes.
The studied conditions for methane synthesis include 200–300 ◦C, stoichiometric number
1–1.1 and pressure 1–10 bar and for methanol synthesis: 200–300 ◦C, stoichiometric number
1.7–2.1, and pressure 50–100 bar. Furthermore, case studies corresponding to different usage
of the steelworks off-gases for chemicals production are investigated in terms of hydrogen
requirements and consumption, carbon conversion, product yields, and PEM electrolysis
requirements. The cases of methane synthesis depict high CO and CO2 conversion rates
that almost eliminate the CO2 emissions of the steel plant. In case of increasing carbon
credits, this would represent a significant financial benefit and therefore, a carbon credit
avoidance could be of high importance. On the other hand, methanol synthesis produces
a product with higher market value, but only converts approximately 40% of the carbon
emissions into a renewable fuel/chemical. The choice between methane and methanol
production or a combination of the two, will be a result of an upcoming cost estimation
study but also on the relevant prices of the products, as well as, on the carbon credits. The
energy content of the hydrogen employed for this transformation far overcomes the energy
off-set of the steel plants. However, recycling of the residual hydrogen in the methanol-
involved cases could lead to substantial benefits in terms of electrolysis requirements.
Calculations show that reductions in the range of 50% for Case 4 and 25% for Case 5 of
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electrolysis requirements could be achieved, when recycling 75% of the residual hydrogen.
Future studies will involve the capital and operating cost estimation analysis of the case
studies as well as the application of state-of-the art and alternative hydrogen recirculation
technologies for recycling the residual hydrogen from the methanol synthesis cases. In
addition, the application of an advanced dispatch controller will be investigated in order
to optimize the management of steelworks off-gases among internal users, power plant
and syntheses processes, and the related hydrogen requirements.
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Appendix A

Indicative process stream results are presented in the following tables, namely, the
steelworks off-gases feedstock, the added hydrogen, the reactor inlet, and outlet of the
methanol and methane sections (see Figure 7). Note that the depicted cases refer to methane
synthesis conducted at T = 250 ◦C, P = 5 bar, and stoichiometric H2, whereas for methanol
synthesis, T = 250 ◦C, P = 70 bar, and S.N. = 1.7.

Table A1. Stream results of Case 1.

Stream Name Feed H2 Feed Reactor Inlet Reactor Outlet

Stream number 1 2 3 4
m, kg/s 133.68 13.75 144.11 144.11

T, ◦C 25 150 150 250
P, bar 1 5 5 5

Mole fraction, %
H2 6.51 99.9 63.16 1.32
N2 43.34 - 17.81 27.86

CO2 20.52 - 8.43 0.52
CO 23.86 - 9.81 Trace
CH4 1.09 - 0.45 28.71
O2 0.58 - 0.24 Trace

H2O 4.00 0.10 0.06 41.53
C2H6 0.10 - 0.04 0.06

CH3OH - - - -
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Table A2. Stream results of Case 2.

Stream Name Feed H2 Feed Reactor Inlet Reactor Outlet

Stream number 1 2 3 4
m, kg/s 106.48 10.91 114.74 114.74

T, ◦C 25 150 150 250
P, bar 1 5 5 5

Mole fraction, %
H2 6.85 99.9 63.11 1.32
N2 43.1 - 17.80 27.83

CO2 20.40 - 8.42 0.52
CO 23.74 - 9.81 Trace
CH4 1.22 - 0.51 28.78
O2 0.58 - 0.24 Trace

H2O 4.00 0.1 0.06 41.49
C2H6 0.11 - 0.05 0.07

CH3OH - - - -

Table A3. Stream results of Case 3.

Stream Name Feed H2 Feed Reactor Inlet Reactor Outlet

Stream number 1 2 3 4
m, kg/s 35.89 3.54 38.50 38.50

T, ◦C 25 150 150 250
P, bar 1 5 5 5

Mole fraction, %
H2 10.03 99.90 62.71 1.31
N2 40.90 - 17.71 27.60

CO2 19.26 - 8.34 0.52
CO 22.57 - 9.78 Trace
CH4 2.45 - 1.06 29.37
O2 0.56 - 0.24 Trace

H2O 4.00 0.10 0.06 41.05
C2H6 0.22 - 0.10 0.15

CH3OH - - - -

Table A4. Stream results of Case 4.

Stream Name Feed H2 Feed Reactor Inlet Reactor Outlet

Stream number 1 2 3 4
m, kg/s 106.48 6.62 114.77 114.77

T, ◦C 25 150 150 250
P, bar 1 70 70 70

Mole fraction, %
H2 6.85 99.90 51.67 40.25
N2 43.1 - 23.34 28.47

CO2 20.40 - 11.04 13.06
CO 23.74 - 12.85 5.30
CH4 1.22 - 0.66 0.81
O2 0.58 - 0.32 trace

H2O 4.00 0.10 0.05 1.24
C2H6 0.11 - 0.06 0.07

CH3OH - - - 10.80
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Table A5. Stream results of Case 5—MeOH synthesis.

Stream Name Feed H2 Feed Reactor Inlet Reactor Outlet

Stream number 1 2 3 4
m, kg/s 54.39 3.48 56.54 56.54

T, ◦C 25 150 150 250
P, bar 1 70 70 4

Mole fraction, %
H2 5.13 99.90 51.90 40.55
N2 44.29 - 23.42 28.58

CO2 21.01 - 11.11 13.17
CO 24.37 - 12.88 5.29
CH4 0.56 - 0.30 0.36
O2 0.59 - 0.31 trace

H2O 4.00 0.10 0.05 1.21
C2H6 0.05 - 0.03 0.03

CH3OH - - - 10.81

Table A6. Stream results of Case 5—methane production.

Stream Name Feed H2 Feed Reactor Inlet Reactor Outlet

Stream number 1 2 3 4
m, kg/s 35.89 3.54 38.50 38.50

T, ◦C 25 150 150 250
P, bar 1 5 5 5

Mole fraction, %
H2 10.03 99.90 62.71 1.31
N2 40.90 - 17.71 27.60

CO2 19.26 - 8.34 0.52
CO 22.57 - 9.78 trace
CH4 2.45 - 1.06 29.37
O2 0.56 - 0.24 trace

H2O 4.00 0.10 0.06 41.05
C2H6 0.22 - 0.1 0.15

CH3OH - - - -
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Abstract: The by-product gases from the blast furnace and converter of an integrated steelworks
highly contribute to today’s global CO2 emissions. Therefore, the steel industry is working on
solutions to utilise these gases as a carbon source for product synthesis in order to reduce the amount
of CO2 that is released into the environment. One possibility is the conversion of CO2 and CO to
synthetic natural gas through methanation. This process is currently extensively researched, as the
synthetic natural gas can be directly utilised in the integrated steelworks again, substituting for
natural gas. This work addresses the in situ methanation of real steelworks gases in a lab-scaled,
three-stage reactor setup, whereby the by-product gases are directly bottled at an integrated steel
plant during normal operation, and are not further treated, i.e., by a CO2 separation step. Therefore,
high shares of nitrogen are present in the feed gas for the methanation. Furthermore, due to the
catalyst poisons present in the only pre-cleaned steelworks gases, an additional gas-cleaning step
based on CuO-coated activated carbon is implemented to prevent an instant catalyst deactivation.
Results show that, with the filter included, the steady state methanation of real blast furnace and
converter gases can be performed without any noticeable deactivation in the catalyst performance.

Keywords: power-to-gas; catalytic methanation; steelworks; real gases; activated carbon; catalyst
poison and degradation

1. Introduction

Integrated steelworks are major contributors to today’s global CO2-emissions. Review
publications screening the steelmaking process around the globe revealed that approxi-
mately 27 to 30% of any industrial CO2 emissions are directly linked to this sector [1,2].
With a world-wide crude steel production of 1869 million tonnes in 2019 and a 3.6% per
annum average growth rate, the steel demand of our society is increasing strongly. These
large amounts of steel are mainly required for building and infrastructure (~52%), mechan-
ical equipment (~16%) and the automotive sector (~12%) [3]. Figure 1 shows the most
common route of steelmaking globally, which includes a blast furnace for the reduction of
iron ore to hot metal and a converter or basic oxygen furnace for the batch-wise production
of molten steel. The accumulating by-product gases, such as the blast furnace gas (BFG),
basic oxygen furnace gas (BOFG) and coke oven gas (COG), have a very rich content
of CO2 and carbon monoxide (CO), among other gases (Table 1). At the current stage,
these by-product gases are buffered within the steelwork and utilised as an energy carrier
internally. Nevertheless, additional fossil energy sources, such as natural gas, are needed
to cover the whole energy demand for the power plant and auxiliary energy conversion.
Prior to any further use, the product gases are cleaned in a two-stage process, including,
for example, a dust collector for the separation of coarse dust, and a venturi scrubber for
fine dust and water-soluble components.
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Figure 1. Schematic of steelmaking process—blast furnace/basic oxygen furnace route.

Table 1. Gas composition of by-product gases from a typical steelworks plant [4].

Parameter/Gas Component Unit
COG BFG BOFG

Min Max Min Max Mean

CO2 vol.-% (dry) 1 5.4 16 26 17.2
CO vol.-% (dry) 3.4 5.8 19 27 60.9
H2 vol.-% (dry) 36.1 61.7 1 8 4.3
N2 vol.-% (dry) 1.5 6 44 58 15.5

CH4 vol.-% (dry) 15.7 27 - - 0.1
CnHm vol.-% (dry) 1.4 2.4 - - -

Lower heating value (LHV) kJ/Nm3 9000 19,000 2600 4000 8184

With the challenging targets of the climate agreements being set, the steel industry
sector logically seeks for possibilities to reduce their greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions,
as well as to incorporate green energy sources in the steelmaking process itself. One
way of reducing the GHG emissions, and simultaneously substituting the need for fossil
fuels, is the implementation of synthesis processes, such as methanation. In this pro-
cess, CO2 and CO react with hydrogen (H2), gained from green energy sources—for
instance, renewable power driving water electrolysis—to create methane (CH4) and steam
(Equations (1) and (2)) [5].

CO + 3 H2 = CH4 + H2O(g) ΔH0
r = −206 kJ/mol (1)

CO2 + 4 H2 = CH4 + 2 H2O(g) ΔH0
r = −165 kJ/mol (2)

These two reactions are highly exothermic and are linked via the reverse water–gas
shift reaction (Equation (3)).

CO2 + H2 = CO + H2O(g) ΔH0
r = 41 kJ/mol (3)

Although these reactions are well-known, the behaviour with real, untreated steel-
works gases, as the COx source, are yet to be investigated. The detailed fundamentals
behind the methanation concept, possible reactor designs and available catalysts are docu-
mented by Rönsch et al., combining them with an up-to date overview on methanation
projects and the state-of-the-art in the research [6].

Current work on the methanation of steelworks gases primarily focuses on the usage
of COG due to its favourable composition. The high amount of hydrogen (up to ~60%)
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makes it an attractive feedstock to produce synthetic natural gas (SNG), as it also works as
an alternative hydrogen source compared to a solution involving an electrolysing unit (e.g.,
PEM). Müller et al. [7] investigated the direct conversion of CO and CO2 from synthetic
COG into methane using nickel (Ni)-based catalysts in a fixed-bed reactor. It was shown
that additional CO2 from other sources (e.g., air, flue gas) is required to compensate for the
high surplus of hydrogen in the COG to achieve a desirable methane yield. Razzaq et al. [8]
tested various Ni-based catalyst support materials (SiO2, Al2O3, ZrO2 and CeO2) for the
methanation of synthetic COG. The COx conversion rates and CH4 selectivity in a fixed-bed
reactor were evaluated. Results showed that ZrO2-CeO2-coated catalysts have the highest
activity and selectivity for CO and CO2 for synthetic gases with COG composition.

Medved et al. [9] showed in their work that, although the gas from the coke oven
seems to be the favourable by-product gas for methanation, it is already fully energetically
integrated into the process chain of integrated steelworks. Due to its high calorific value
of up to 19.000 kJ/Nm3, it is used plant-internally at the blast furnace for firing processes,
as well as for the power plant. Consequently, it is not readily available as an input for a
methanation unit without significantly affecting the steelmaking process and disturbing
the energy balance of the plant. The utilization of COG necessitates its substitution by
external energy sources, such as electric power and natural gas, respectively. Therefore,
the other two by-product gases, BFG and BOFG, with their very high amount of CO2,
CO and N2, have been evaluated for their applicability as a feed gas for a methanation
plant. Furthermore, the authors concluded that the enrichment of BFG and BOFG via
methanation, without the necessity of nitrogen removal, as a lean product gas shows a
utilisation potential in the integrated steel plant as a substitute for natural gas. Schöß
et al. [10] concluded that, although both gases (BFG and BOFG) are suitable carbon sources
for the SNG process with the addition of hydrogen for reaction stoichiometry, the necessary
specifications of the natural gas grid cannot be met, due to the high content of nitrogen
and the resulting low calorific value. In addition, the significant amount of catalyst poisons
present in the already cleaned by-product gases needs to be addressed. Lehner et al. [11]
added that, for converting steelworks gases to methane, a load flexible reactor setup is
favourable to meet the fluctuations in the process gas and hydrogen availability.

Studies on methanation are mainly based on synthetic gas mixtures simulating real
gas compositions. Nevertheless, Müller et al. [12], for example, evaluated the direct CO2
methanation of flue gases at a lignite power plant, showing that the same commercial
Ni-based catalyst used in this work did not degrade during the time frame of the exper-
iments. The real gases included the following catalyst poisons: 63 ppm SO2, 36 ppm
NO2. The same authors further investigated the CO2 methanation of flue gases emitted
by conventional power plants [13]. They used synthetic gases simulating the real gas
composition, including contaminations of up to 100 ppm NO2 and 80 ppm SO2. The
experiments showed a decrease in the conversion, yield and selectivity by 17% in 12.5 h,
or 1.36% per hour. The authors also concluded that the deactivation caused by SO2 is low
in relation to a possible degradation caused by traces of H2S. Rachow [14] studied the
influence of catalyst deactivation by sulphur compounds and NOx components. The author
confirmed through experiments with bottled flue gases from coal-fired power plants, as
well as with real gases from the cement industry, that Ni-based catalysts strongly degrade
in the range of hours when exposed to SO2 and sulphur compounds in general. The degree
of deactivation depends on the catalyst, its active surface area, the SO2 concentration and
the total volume flow rate. No deactivation was observed during experiments with NOx
contaminations. Méndez-Mateos et al. [15] studied the CO2 methanation over modified
Ni catalysts, integrating promoters (transition metals, such as Mo, Fe, Co or Cr), which
were added to the catalyst formulation in different portions. The target was to improve
the catalyst’s resistance over sulphur, and H2S in particular. The authors showed that
the catalyst activity between 573 and 773 K at 10 bar increased when transition metals
were added, except for Mo. In addition, it was possible to regenerate the Co-modified
catalyst with oxygen, recovering to a 13% methane yield compared to the fresh catalyst.
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Calbry-Muzyka et al. [16] reported on the technical challenges and recent progress made
when using biogas as an input for direct methanation. Due to the varying composition of
the biogas feedstock, no standard gas cleaning solution has been developed so far. Never-
theless, thorough H2S and non-H2S sulphur removal to the sub-ppm level is necessary in
order to prevent catalyst deactivation. Witte et al. [17] demonstrated the stable operation of
a catalytic direct methanation with biogas in a fluidised bed reactor for over 1100 h. Only
a slow deactivation by organic sulphur compounds was identified, which broke through
the gas cleaning unit with concentrations between 0.5 and 3 ppmv. The installed unit con-
tained a two-stage adsorption-based biogas cleaning system for deep desulphurization [18].
Fitzharris et al. [19] concluded in their work that Ni-based catalysts are highly sensitive
to poisoning by sulphur due to geometric, and not electronic, effects. Concentrations of
H2S as low as 13 ppb in H2 reduced the steady state methanation activity by more than
two orders of magnitude. Bartholomew et al. [20] showed that, under typical low-pressure
reaction conditions for methanation (525 K, 1 atm) in a reaction mixture containing 10 ppm
H2S, Ni-based catalysts lost most of their activity within a period of 2 to 3 days. The rate of
deactivation due to H2S poisoning increased with an increasing H2/CO ratio, as well as
with an increasing reaction temperature.

Although the applicability of steelworks gases as feed for the synthesis of methane was
addressed and confirmed by multiple authors [7–11], experiments with real gases, including
contaminations poisonous to catalysts, have not yet been performed. Consequently, the
main aim of this work is to show the degree of degradation when using real BFG and BOFG
(including nitrogen) as an input for a methanation unit in a composition, as given in Table 1,
as well as to present a working solution to overcome the problem of catalyst deactivation.

2. Methods and Methodology

2.1. Experimental Setup

The experiments presented throughout this paper were carried out with the lab-scaled
methanation test rig shown in Figure 2 on the left [21]. The technology was validated
in relevant environments, consequently representing a Technology Readiness Level of 5
(TRL 5). The unit consists of three cylindric reactors, each made from austenitic stainless
steel (304H chromium-nickel (1.4948)), with a height of 300 mm and an inner diameter
of 80 mm. The reactors are connected in series but can also be operated individually
(Figure 2, right). At the bottom, each reactor is filled with 3/8” stoneware balls over a
height of 100 mm in order to ensure an evenly distributed gas stream through the catalyst
section located on top of the inert material. The catalysts used are either a commercial
Ni-based bulk catalyst (Meth 134®, 3–6 mm spheres with a Ni-loading of 20 wt.-%), or
Ni/boehmite wash-coated ceramic honeycombs [22]. For the experimental results shown
throughout this work, only the bulk catalyst was used. The remaining volume towards the
top of the reactors is again filled with the same inert balls.

Figure 3 shows a basic flow chart of the described reactor setup. A maximum flow rate
of 3 m3/h (STP, ~50 NL/min) is possible for the input gas stream. Operating pressures of up
to 20 bar(abs) can be maintained and the maximum temperature for the reactors is limited to
700 ◦C. The methanation plant is fed with H2 (hydrogen 5.0 purity), N2 (nitrogen 5.0 purity),
CO (carbon monoxide 2.0 purity) and CO2 (BIOGON® C, E290, 99.7% purity) from gas
bottles, allowing for the preparation of synthetic gas mixtures to meet the specifications of
the by-product gases of interest. In addition, bottled real gases from an integrated steel
plant in Austria can be connected to the input stream (additional information provided
in Section 2.2). Through thermal mass flow controllers (Bronkhorst), the individual gases
enter the gas-mixing station. Before entering the first reactor (R1), the gas stream is pre-
heated in a heat exchanger (W1) to temperatures above 200 ◦C. Additionally, to reach and
keep the required temperature of the catalyst at 260 ◦C prior to the methanation synthesis,
the reactors are equipped with infrared panels (RS Pro, 4 panels per reactor, 500 Watt
each) on the outside. Between the reactors, two further heat exchangers (W2, W3) are
installed. The final product gas stream is cooled and guided through a condensate trap
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to extract the H2O formed during the synthesis. The product gases are combusted in
a flare, which is connected to the aspiration system. Four gas sampling stations (at the
input, as well as downstream of each reactor) allow for analysis of gas composition with
the use of an infrared photometer URAS 26 for CO, CO2 and CH4, as well as a thermal
conductivity analyser CALDOS 27 for H2 (both from ABB GmbH) with a deviation of
≤1% per component. The gas analysers are calibrated once every week.

 
Figure 2. Lab-scale methanation test rig (left); reactors and heat exchangers (right).

Figure 3. Basic flow sheet of lab-scale methanation plant at Montanuniversität Leoben.

The methanation test rig is equipped with a series of type K thermocouples, as well
as pressure and flow rate measurement devices. In addition, a multi-thermoelement is
added to each reactor measuring the axial temperature profile 22 mm eccentric from the
reactor middle axis. In total, five temperatures are measured inside the catalyst section,
as well as two further ones directly below and above the catalyst bed (Figure 4 left) [23].
When using a reactor setup with structured honeycomb catalysts, the locations of the
temperature readings are modified to measure the actual temperature inside the channels at
the bottom, middle and top of the honeycomb in the centre and at 50% of the reactor’s radius
(Figure 4 right).
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Figure 4. Schematic of one reactor with multi-thermoelement—bulk (left), honeycomb (right).

The conversion rate of CO and CO2 as COx is calculated based on the feed and product
gas composition. The input gas volume flow and the input gas concentrations are known
from the mass flow controller setpoints of each species. Whereas CO, CO2, CH4 and H2 can
be measured by the gas analysis system at each reactor outlet, the missing species H2O, as
well as the outgoing total gas volume flow, is determined by component and atom balances.
The COx conversion is then calculated from the ingoing and outcoming component mole
flows of CO, CO2 and CH4, as shown in Equation (4).

COx conversion [%] =
nin × (xCO2in + xCOin)− nout × (xCO2out + xCOout)

nin × (xCO2in + xCOin)
(4)

2.2. Analysis of Bottled Real Gases

Prior to any methanation experiments with real steelworks gases, the content of the
provided gas bottles is analysed for gas composition and any catalyst poisons potentially
present. These gas bottles are filled within a mobile gas-filling station located in the steel
works plant. Compressed BFG or BOFG can be filled into such gas bottles, with a volume of
20 L up to pressures of ~150 bar. For the analysis, a ThermoFisher Trace GC-ultra equipped
with three gas channels is used. Hydrocarbons are resolved on a 30 m Rtx-alumina capillary
column (ID 0.53 mm; filling Na2SO4, 10 μm film thickness) and detected by FID. Permanent
gases are resolved on two packed columns, HayeSep Q (2 m × 1/8” OD) and MolSieve
5A (2 m × 1/8” OD) and detected by TCD. Sulphur and phosphorus compounds are
determined using an Rtx-Sulphur packed column (2 m × 1/8” OD) and an FPD detector.
Helium is used as carrier gas for all three channels.

The analysis of the bottled real gases showed that the samples taken after the gas
cleaning station and the gasometers are composed like typical average values in the steel
industry [4] (Table 2).
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Table 2. Gas composition of bottled real gases from steelworks per gas type.

Gas Component
(vol.-% Dry)

BFG BOFG

N2 48.6 26.5
O2 0.6 0.5

CO2 23.33 17.6
CO 24.17 54.5
CH4 n.d. <0.1
H2 3.3 0.9

Σ CnHm n.d. <0.1
n.d.—not detectable.

In addition, the following catalyst poisons were detected in the blast furnace gas [24,25]:
carbon disulphide (CS2) with a very small amount of 0.26 mg/Nm3. COS stabilised at
110 mg/Nm3, and the SO2 content was evaluated with 2.2 mg/Nm3. HCl was below
the detectable value of the used equipment (<1.0 ppm), but hydrogen sulphide (H2S)
was detected with values around 28 mg/Nm3, ammonia (NH3) with 0.15 and HCN with
0.12 mg/Nm3. The values for antimony (Sb), mercury (Hg) and other heavy metals that are
poisonous to Ni-based catalysts could not be analysed with the selected method. For the
converter gas, only small amounts of COS, H2S and SO2 were detected; the other catalyst
poisons were all below the detectable value of the analysis method. Table 3 summarises
the catalyst poisons present in the bottled real gases.

Table 3. Catalyst poisons in bottled real gases for BFG and BOFG [24,25].

Catalyst Poison
BFG BOFG

mg/Nm3 mg/Nm3

H2S 28 <1
CS2 0.26 <1
COS 110 <1
SO2 2.2 0.99
HCl <1 0.05
NH3 0.15 0.05

CH3SH <1 <1
C3H6O n.d. n.d.
HCN 0.12 n.d.

Sb n.d. <0.001
Hg n.d. n.d.

n.d.—not detectable.

3. Experiments and Results

3.1. Initial Experiments with Bottled Real BFG

For the experiments performed in this work, a reference base case was defined, which
serves as a performance comparison between the methanation of synthetic and real gases
under steady state and dynamic operating conditions. The experiments have been carried
out first with synthetic mixed gas from gas bottles, and additionally with unconditioned
and with pre-cleaned real gases from the steel industry.

The parameters of this reference case are:

• H2-excess rate of 5% to reaction stoichiometry (σH2 = 1.05, Equation (5));
• Gas hourly space velocity (GHSV, Equation (6)) of 4000 h−1 (~16.7 NL/min);
• Operating pressure of 4 bar.

These parameters are based on Medved et al. [9], who analysed the influence of
nitrogen on the methanation of synthetic steelworks gases. The authors concluded that
a 4–5% H2 surplus is required within the tested GHSV to achieve a full methane yield
for a three-stage methanation setup outlined above. Hauser et al. [26] reported the same
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value for a heat pipe cooled structured fixed-bed reactor. For the expression of the reaction
stoichiometry, the parameter σH2 is introduced, which describes the ratio of the molar
hydrogen flow to the molar flows of CO and CO2 present in the feed gas (Equation (5)).
σH2 is equal to 1.0 for stoichiometric mixtures, and is <1.0 for under- and >1.0 for over-
stoichiometric mixtures, respectively.

σH2 [−] =
nH2

4 × nCO2 + 3 × nCO
(5)

The definition of the gas hourly space velocity (GHSV), which is the ratio of the total
feed gas volume flow (Qgas) and catalyst volume Vcatalyst, is given in Equation (6).

GHSV
[
h−1

]
=

Qgas

Vcatalyst
(6)

Figure 5 shows the time-based measurement data for the first experiment with real
gases and base case parameters. No gas cleaning system was installed yet. At the starting
point, one reactor (R2) was used, and steady-state conditions with a synthetic BFG gas
mixture, simulating the real gas composition according to Table 2, were established over a
period of two hours prior to the experiment start. The feed gas contained CO, CO2 and
the inert gas N2, and hydrogen was added to the input stream to reach a surplus of 5% to
the reaction stoichiometry (σH2 = 1.05). At time “0”, the bottled real BFG substituted for
the synthetic gas mixture, whereby the required hydrogen was kept at σH2 = 1.05. During
the following eight minutes, an immediate and consistent drop in synthesis performance
was observed, as the CH4 content in the product gas stream dropped significantly from
~31 to 24 vol.-%, and, consequently, the CO, CO2 and H2 content increased. After a
duration of approximately 16 min, the curves started to flatten, but the performance drop
remained at a lower rate. This shows that the conversion for the real BFG is less compared
to the one with the synthetic gas mixture at the same H2 surplus, indicating an instant
catalyst degradation. As no parameter was varied other than the catalyst poisons, the
performance drop can be linked to their presence. This is supported by experimental
campaigns performed with synthetic steelworks gases, each with times on stream of 80 h
and more (max. 158 h) [9,23,27]. In no case was a catalyst degradation that quick or in this
magnitude observed. Although GHSV, σH2 and the operating pressure were varied for
synthetic gas mixtures, the overall performance stayed nearly constant during the whole
experiment duration.

Figure 5. First methanation experiment with real BFG (BFGreal, 4000 h−1, 4 bar, 5% H2 excess).
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3.2. Variation of Hydrogen Excess Rate at Constant GHSV

With the base case parameters established, experiments with a dynamic H2 excess rate
compared to reaction stoichiometry were performed in order to evaluate the performance of
the catalyst and its possible degradation over time. The GHSV, as well as the pressure, were
kept constant during these experiments (4000 h−1, 4 bar), and all three available reactors
were used. Figure 6 shows the COx conversion rates (Equation (4)), as well as the average
reactor temperature, for each H2 excess rate per gas type (real vs. synthetic BFG) and reactor
(R1 to R3). The measurements were taken in intervals of 20 min, after which, a steady state
of the system, as well as a stable gas sampling, was achieved. Furthermore, the experiment
start time for the real gases is plotted at the top. Starting with a σH2 of 1.05 at 0 min, a
slightly lower COx conversion rate was measured for R1 after 20 min and for R2 after
40 min, compared to the measurements taken with synthetic BFG (BFGsyn). Downstream of
R3, still full COx conversion was achieved with the measurement after 60 min. Afterwards,
the H2 excess rate was increased to 9% (σH2 = 1.09), which should result in an improved
methane yield according to the literature. However, the performance dropped below the
one of the 1.05 experiment that started at 0 min. Compared to synthetic gas, no full COx
conversion could be achieved with all three reactors. The additional experiments with
values for σH2 of 1.02 and 1.0 starting after 120 and 180 min continued the trend towards
a significant performance decrease when comparing the real gases with the synthetic
gas mixture. This is especially noticeable for the first reactor R1, with a difference of
7.6%-points in COx conversion for the σH2 = 1.0 experiment after approximately three
hours. The decrease in catalyst activity is clearly attributable to the catalyst poisons in the
methanation feed gases.

0 min 60 min 120 min 180 min 

Figure 6. Comparison of experiments with real and synthetic BFG with varying H2 excess rate
(σH2 = 1.05, 1.09, 1.02, 1.00) at 4000 h−1 and 4 bar, COx conversion in %, reactor temperature in ◦C.

Consequently, additional experiments with a 5% H2 excess rate were performed
after this alteration of hydrogen addition to determine the degree of catalyst deactiva-
tion. Therefore, the COx conversion rates prior to and after 4 h of methanation with real
gases (0–240 min) were compared against each other. Figures 7 and 8 show the COx
conversion and product gas composition per reactor, respectively, for the experiment at
0 min (E-1) and another measurement taken under the same operating conditions after
240 min (E-2). Within a period of 4 h, the performance of the first reactor (R1) dropped by
5.3%-points in COx conversion. The second reactor (R2) took over the load as the first reac-
tor’s performance dropped, keeping the overall performance of the first two reactors stable.
This is confirmed by the temperatures measured inside the reactors, as they decreased for
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R1 (median of −71.3 ◦C) and increased for R2 (median of +35.7 ◦C). The small drop in
COx conversion for reactor three (R3) is a result of a too-low average reactor temperature
adjusted during experiment E-2.

Figure 7. Comparison of COx conversion rates in % of two experiments with real BFG, first one
(E-1) taken at 0 min, and second one (E-2) taken after 4 h of real gas experiments with varying H2

excess rate.

Figure 8. Comparison of real gas experiments E-1 and E-2 with 5% H2 excess rate (4000 h−1, 4 bar),
product gas composition in vol.-% dry.

3.3. Extended Experiment Duration with Bottled Real BFG

After the initial tests, a first long-term experiment was performed with bottled real BFG
and a hydrogen excess of σH2 = 1.05 to further assess the degree of catalyst deactivation.
Therefore, base case conditions and parameters were used. It needs to be mentioned
that, due to the catalyst deactivation discovered in the previous experiments, only one
reactor (R1) was used this time, in order to spare the catalyst in the remaining two reactors
(R2 and R3).

Figure 9 shows the results of this extended experiment duration. The product gas
composition for the four gases H2, CH4, CO2 and CO is shown in vol.-% dry on the y-axis,
and the x-axis shows the duration in hours. Again, a decrease in the overall performance
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of the catalyst is observed, starting at a higher rate at the beginning that stabilises after
16 min. Over 16.5 h, the CH4 concentration in the product gas dropped from a starting
value of ~29 to ~16 vol.%, indicating the already-mentioned deactivation of the catalyst
over time. This is equivalent to a drop in COx conversion of ~30% (1.8% per hour).

Figure 9. Time-based data for extended experiment duration with real BFG (4000 h−1, 4 bar, 5%
H2-excess) over 16.8 h.

Figure 10 shows the temperature measurements taken inside the catalyst bed of
the first reactor (R1) at the beginning of the experiments under synthetic gas conditions
(reference base case), and at the end of the last experiment with real gases. The operating
conditions are the same (4000 h−1, 4 bar, 5% H2-excess). A clear shift of the typical bell-
shaped temperature curve towards the top of the catalyst bed can be seen. This confirms
that the catalyst at the bottom of the first reactor was deactivated by the poisons present in
the bottled real gases. This behaviour was not seen for any experiments with synthetic gas
mixtures under steady state or dynamic conditions [9,27].

Figure 10. Comparison of reactor R1 temperature profiles at start (red) and end (blue) of long-term
experiments with real BFG.

3.4. Analysis of Gas Condensate and Catalyst

Table 4 compares the analysis results of the gas condensate taken after the experiments
with real gases with the ones for the synthetic gas mixture. The parameters have been
measured according to the norms ISO 10304-1, 17294-2 and 10523.
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Table 4. Gas condensate analysis for BFG (real gases vs. synthetic gas mixture).

Parameter
Value Measured for

Unit Determination Limit
Real Gas Synthetic Gas

pH-value 8.5 6.7 - -
Chloride Cl <0.50 <0.50 mg/L 0.50

Sulphate SO4 <0.50 <0.50 mg/L 0.50
Nickel Ni 73 22 μg/L 1.0
Sulphur S <5.0 <5.0 mg/L 5.0

The Ni content in the real gases’ condensate is more than three times higher compared
to the one for the synthetic gas mixture from the reference base case. This confirms the
theory that more Ni atoms are taken off the catalyst with real gases and blown out of the
reactor setup with the product gas, resp., leaving it through the condensate, indicating a
mechanical deactivation through attrition [28]. The decrease in available Ni atoms on the
surface of the catalyst can be another reason for the performance drop observed, resulting in
a further deactivation of the catalyst. The other parameters relevant for catalyst deactivation
(Cl, SO4, S) were all below the determination limit of the selected analysis methods.

Once the experiments were performed, the possibility to reactivate the catalyst inside
the first reactor was evaluated. Therefore, the reactor was purged with pure hydrogen for a
duration of 4 h with a GHSV of 2000 h−1, keeping a constant reactor pressure of 4 bar and
temperatures above 260 ◦C. Confirmation experiments afterwards showed no significant
improvement of the catalyst’s performance for the methanation synthesis. Consequently,
the whole methanation test rig was flooded with N2 to clean the piping and reactors.
Afterwards, the catalyst was deactivated with compressed air and withdrawn from the
reactors. A sample of the catalyst spheres inside the first reactor was analysed in a scanning
electron microscope (SEM) and compared with a new catalyst sample (Figure 11). Just by
comparing the two samples visually, a clear change in the surface structure and morphology
can be noted. The surface of the used catalyst (right) does not show the crystalline structure
of the fresh catalyst anymore (left). SEM reference analyses of used catalyst spheres after
96 h of methanation with synthetic steelworks gases revealed that the surface structure
matches the one of the fresh catalyst rather than the one of the real gas experiments,
which goes hand in hand with the observation that there was no significant degradation
in the overall performance detected during these experiments [9,27]. Due to the high
methanation temperatures (up to 600 ◦C) in the first reactor, thermal sintering is certainly a
method of catalyst deactivation that needs to be adressed. Again, the experiments with
synthetic steelworks gases and without poisons did not show any signs of a decreased
catalyst performance during the experimental campaigns, although maximum reactor
temperatures at a similar level were measured. Compared to the real gas experiments, no
other parameter than the presence of catalyst poisons was changed. Consequently, this
degradation can be clearly attributed to their presence in the real gases.

Figure 11. SEM pictures of new (left) and used (right) bulk catalyst sphere.
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3.5. Implementation of Activated Carbon Filter

Based on the results achieved with the direct use of the bottled real gases, including the
listed catalyst poisons, which resulted in a quick catalyst degradation, an activated carbon
filter was implemented upstream of the first reactor (R1). For this purpose, metal oxide
impregnated activated carbon pellets were added to the gas-mixing station. These pellets
are specifically developed to remove hydrogen sulphide, organic mercaptans, sulphur
dioxide, carbonyl sulphide and nitrogen oxides from oxygen-deficient gas streams, such as
CO2, N2, CO and H2. They have a copper content of 7% (as CuO), a diameter of 3 mm, a
length of 7 mm, a specific surface area of 936 m2/g, a pore volume of 0.53 cm3/g and a bed
density of 0.48 g/cm3 (Figure 12). A total of ~300 mL (187 g) of these pellets was added to
the gas mixing station (ID 36 mm, height 300 mm).

 
Figure 12. Activated carbon pellets with copper oxide coating.

In addition to the implemented filter based on activated carbon, a fresh Ni-based
catalyst was added to the reactors. Furthermore, the piping and fittings were exchanged
to assure no catalyst poisons remained inside the plant. To test the functionality of the
implemented gas cleaning stage with activated carbon, only one reactor was used in the
beginning under base case operating parameters. This decision was made to limit the
exposure of the plant’s components to the real BFG as much as possible, in case of failure
of the activated carbon solution.

Figure 13 shows the time-based measurement data for the real gas experiments with
one reactor and base case operating conditions. The data include four days of methanation,
as well as their individual start-up and shut down phases. Methanation during the first
two days (~6 h each) showed very constant measurement values for all gas components on
the product side. The actual values vary in a range of ±2%-points around their averages
(Table 5) and are within a 1.5%-point range per gas component compared to reference
experiments with synthetic BFG, with the same composition and operating conditions.
The small fluctuations and peaks, respectively, for H2 and CO2, are only process-related
due to the measurement technique of the infrared gas analytic station. In addition, the
temperature profile is within a ±1 ◦C range for all temperatures during day one and in
a ±2 ◦C range for all temperatures except TI2 during day two. The temperature at the
bottom of the catalyst bulk (TI2) started to decrease after approximately two hours in day
two and dropped by 11.1 ◦C during the remaining four hours of the experiment time. This
drop in temperature did not have any influence on the overall catalyst performance, as the
COx conversion and product gas composition remained stable.
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Figure 13. Time-based data for extended experiment duration with real BFG and activated carbon
filter (4000 h−1, 4 bar, 5% H2-excess) over 4 days (25.2 h net).

Table 5. Comparison of average product gas composition of methanation with real BFG on day one
and synthetic BFG (BFGsyn); values in vol.-%, activated carbon filter used for real gases.

Gas Component BFGreal BFGsyn

CO2 5.26 6.0
CO 0.92 0.99
CH4 30.98 32.45
H2 25.19 24.5
N2 37.65 36.06

On day three, the temperature at measurement point TI2 continued its downwards
trend with a rate of 38 ◦C/h. Furthermore, TI3 and TI4 started to decrease by 21.6 ◦C/h and
8.8 ◦C/h. respectively, whereas TI5 and TI6 remained stable. Even though the temperatures
at the bottom and middle section of the catalyst bulk decreased by 95 and 22 ◦C in total,
the product gas composition remained almost constant. On day four, all temperatures
decreased further, except the one for T6, which started to increase as the upper part of
the catalyst took over the synthesis load from the catalyst in the lower section. After a
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net duration of 25.2 h of methanation with real gases, the experiment was stopped, as the
temperature at TI2 came close to the lower boundary of 200 ◦C, below which, poisonous
nickel carbonyl is formed [21].

An analysis of the temperature profile along the reactor proves that there is no drop
in catalyst performance noticeable on day one, as the red and grey lines in Figure 14 are
almost identical. Day two shows the reported minor shift at the bottom of the reactor
towards cooler temperatures (yellow line). With day three and four (green and blue lines),
the shift towards the left for the lower half of the catalyst bulk is clearly noticeable. At TI5,
the temperature remained almost constant during all four days. At the top, the reported
temperature increase during the days three and four can be seen, as well as a shift in the
hotspot temperature from TI3 to TI5/TI6 over time, clearly indicating the loading of the
installed adsorbent bed, as well as a breakthrough of catalyst poisons downstream towards
reactor R1.

 

Figure 14. Comparison of reactor R1 temperature profiles at the start of day one, and at the end of
each experiment day; activated carbon filter used for real BFG.

Further to the comparison of the temperature profile, reference measurements were
also performed prior to and after the real gas experiments on day one and day two. For
these, a synthetic gas mixture consisting of hydrogen and CO2 (H2:CO2 = 8:1.5) was used
to evaluate if any drop in performance can be recognised. Table 6 lists the product gas
composition for these reference measurements. Ref. #1 was taken prior to the real gas
experiments, Ref. #2 after day one and Ref. #3 at the end of day two. When exclusively
addressing the product gas composition, there is no sign for catalyst deactivation observed
until the end of day two.

Table 6. Product gas composition of reference measurements taken with synthetic H2/CO2 gas
mixture (values in vol.-% dry).

Gas Type Ref. #1 Ref. #2 Ref. #3

CO2 0.7 0.9 0.8
CO 0.0 0.0 0.0
CH4 39.7 39.3 39.5
H2 57.2 57.7 57.4

Nevertheless, as the temperature profile in Figures 13 and 14 indicates, the first sign
of a breakthrough of catalyst poisons occurred on day two after approximately two hours
of experiments. This results in a service life of 7.2 h for the implemented adsorbent and
is exclusively based on analysing the temperature profile measured inside the reactors.
During this time, a total of 7.3 m3 of real gases flowed through the adsorbent bed, with a
volume of 300 mL. Considering the product gas composition, the first catalyst deactivation
can be observed after 12.4 h (~12.4 m3 of real gases). This results in a required amount of
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absorbent material of 15.1 g per hour of operation with base case parameters, or 15.0 g/m3

of feed gas, respectively.
All of the information obtained from the experiments in lab-scale can be used to

estimate and design a pilot plant for the methanation of real gases, including an additional
gas cleaning step based on activated carbon. Medved et al. [9] described several application
scenarios for the direct methanation of steel gases. One scenario is the substitution of the
plant internal natural gas demand with SNG through the methanation of blast furnace gas
(BFG). Such a scenario includes approximately 57,000 Nm3/h of BFG and 100,000 Nm3/h
of hydrogen. With the consumption numbers for activated carbon obtained in this work,
this would result in the need of ~2.4 t of adsorbent per operating hour. Furthermore,
Calbry-Muzyka et al. [18] estimated the capacity of the required adsorbent by calculating
the integrated loading of H2S in the adsorbent bed during operation with biogas. With
Equation (7), the loading can also be calculated for other catalyst poisons, such as the ones
present in the real blast furnace gas. The following parameters are required as an input:

• Ccat_poison—avg. molar fraction of catalyst poison in the feed gas [mol/m3];
• Q—avg. flow rate of feed gas stream (real gas plus hydrogen) [m3/h];
• Mcat_poison—molar mass of catalyst poison [g/mol];
• t—operating hours [h];
• madsorbent—mass of activated carbon implemented [g].

Loading [wt. − %] =
∑ Ccat_poison × Q × Mcat_poison × t

madsorbent
(7)

Table 7 shows the results for a total flow rate of 1.01 m3/h (representing base case
parameters), 187 g of adsorbent bed and 12.4 operating hours. This experiment duration
was selected as it flags the first sign of catalyst deactivation based on monitoring the
product gas composition. Consequently, it also shows a breakthrough of catalyst poisons
through the adsorbent bed, which is sufficient for an effect on the catalyst’s activity. The
loading is below 1.0 wt.-% for each type of catalyst poison measured, with the highest
values for COS, followed by H2S.

Table 7. Loading of adsorbent bed in wt.-% per catalyst poison during methanation with base case
parameters over 12.4 h of operation.

Catalyst Poison
BFGreal Loading

mg/Nm3 wt.-%

H2S 28 0.2
CS2 0.26 0.01
COS 110 0.73
SO2 2.2 0.02
HCl <1 <0.01
NH3 0.15 0.001

CH3SH <1 <0.02
HCN 0.12 0.001

Neubert [29] used a different approach for describing the adsorption of catalyst
poisons by comparing the integral change in the axial temperature profiles between two
experiments with the one obtained with a fresh catalyst. The author used Equation (8) to
calculate the relative activity loss (Δactivity in %) per experiment, which can be further
related to the runtime of an experiment (Equation (9)). As a parameter for upscaling,
the catalyst consumption (Δmcatalyst) due to sulphur-based catalyst poisons (ni) can be
calculated. This term is multiplied by the amount of fresh catalyst mass (mcatalyst,0) used in
the methanation reactor (Equation (10)).
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Δactivity =

∫ z
0 Tm(z)− Tn(z)dz∫ 7.2
0 (T1(z)− T1)dz

(8)

Δactivity/h =
Δactivity

Δt
(9)

Δmcatalyst =
Δactivity

∑ ni
× mcatalyst,0 (10)

The results for the four days of experiments with real BFG are shown in Figure 15, as
well as in Table 8. During the first two days, the catalyst activity decreased only by less than
3.0%, with a very small catalyst consumption due to sulphur-based catalyst poisons. On
day three and four, the catalyst consumption increased to 6.8 and 3.8 gcatalyst/mmolsulphur,
with a combined activity loss of close to 45%. This again shows that, without gas cleaning,
respectively, with a fully loaded adsorbent bed, catalyst degradation takes place at an
enormous rate. Furthermore, the higher values for Δactivity and Δmcatalyst on day three
compared to day four show that an instant, high drop in performance takes place as soon
as poisons break through the adsorbent bed, after which, the decrease stabilises at a lower
rate. This behaviour was also observed during the initial tests with real blast furnace gas.

 

Figure 15. Axial shift of temperature profiles for Δactivity calculation per experiment day (left);
relative activity loss per hour and catalyst consumption per mmol of sulphur (right).

Table 8. Relative activity loss (Δactivity) in % and in %/h, as well as catalyst consumption (Δmcatalyst) in gcat/mmolsulphur

and gcat/m3 for experiments with real BFG (4 days); activated carbon in place.

Experiment Day
Area between Axial

Temperature Profiles
Δactivity

[%]
Δactivity/h

[%/h]
Δmcatalyst

[gcat/mmolsulphur]

Δmcatalyst

[gcat/m
3]

#1
Start day 1–End day 1

–
0.19 0.04 0.03 0.1

#2 End day 1–End day 2
– 2.79 0.46 0.37 1.0

#3 End day 2–End day 3
– 21.04 8.42 6.77 18.2

#4
End day 3–End day 4

–
23.69 4.74 3.81 10.3

When upscaling the figures obtained for day one and day two for the real application
scenario in the steelworks, this would result in the deactivation of 88.1 kg of catalyst per
hour of operation. Considering the catalyst consumption of the evaluated 12.4 operating
hours with a rate of 1.75 gcat/m3 and upscaling them for the real case, 275 kgcat would be
deactivated per hour.
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In addition to the experiments with BFG, the upgraded methanation setup, including
the activated carbon filter, was also exposed to real gases from a converter (BOFG), with a
composition according to Table 2. Again, the required hydrogen to achieve a σH2 of 1.05 was
added through gas bottles. During the experiments with base case parameters and one
reactor, no catalyst deactivation was detected over a period of 16 h. As the contaminants of
the BOFG are far fewer compared to the ones of BFG (compare Table 3), this is a logical
result and shows that the implemented solution works for both gas types. Table 9 compares
the product gas composition of methanation with real BOFG and synthetic BOFG. As with
blast furnace gas, they are again very similar, varying within 0.5 to 3%-points depending
on the gas component.

Table 9. Comparison of average product gas composition of methanation with real and synthetic
BOFG (values in vol.-%).

Gas Component BOFGreal BOFGsyn

CO2 7.04 6.50
CO 2.28 2.43
CH4 37.06 38.12
H2 36.19 38.57
N2 17.43 14.38

The temperature profile shown in Figure 16, as well as the analysis of the gas conden-
sate, proves that there is no catalyst deactivation noticeable. The temperatures measured
inside the reactor at the start and end of the real gas experiments are almost identical and
follow the same bell-shaped profile, with a hot spot at measurement point TI4 (middle of
the catalyst bulk). In addition, the amount of Ni atoms measured in the gas condensate
sample is the same for synthetic and real gases (22 μg/L).

 

Figure 16. Comparison of reactor R1 temperature profiles at start (red) and end (blue) of experiments;
activated carbon filter used for real BOFG.

4. Conclusions and Outlook

In this work, methanation experiments with real gases from the steelworks industry
have been performed. These experiments included real by-product gases from the blast
furnace, as well as from the basic oxygen furnace (converter), that were directly bottled at
an integrated steel plant during normal operation. No further treatment, such as a CO2 or
N2 separation step, was performed prior to the filling procedure. Methanation without
additional gas cleaning resulted in an instant, as well as steady, catalyst degradation due
to the poisons present in the real gases. Over the evaluated periods, a drop in the COx
conversion of ~30%, or 1.8% per hour, was detected for blast furnace gas. The usage of
unfiltered real gases resulted in a 3.2 times higher amount of Ni transported out of the
reactor setup with the condensate, compared to experiments with synthetic gases meeting
the same composition and operating conditions.
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As a working solution, an activated carbon filter coated with copper oxide was
implemented, showing that a further pre-treatment of the already cleaned steelworks gases
is essential prior to feeding them to a catalytic methanation plant. With the activated
carbon filter in place, methanation experiments could be performed without any noticeable
degradation until the 187 g of activated carbon adsorbent were fully loaded with catalyst
poisons. The first signs of deactivation appeared after 7.2 h of operation with real BFG, by
means of a drop in the reactor temperature measured at the bottom of the catalyst bulk.
Over another period of 5.2 h, the product gas composition and overall conversion rate
remained constant, after which, the methane yield started to drop. During this period
of 12.4 h, on average, 15.1 g of adsorbent was consumed per hour of operation. The
loading of catalyst poisons within the adsorbent bed stayed within a range of 0.01 to
0.73 wt.-% depending on the type of poison. While continuing methanation over another
6.7 h, the catalyst consumption increased from 0.4 to 4.8 gcat/mmolsulphur on average, and
the relative activity of the catalyst decreased by ~45% compared to its starting performance.
In the case of real BOFG, no signs of catalyst deactivation could be observed during the
course of the experiments, which is a result of the far lower catalyst poisons present in this
type of gas.

For a real application-based scenario in an integrated steelworks, with the target
to substitute the demand of any externally sourced natural gas with a plant-internally
produced SNG through methanation, the figures obtained through the experiments at
lab-scale would result in the need of ~2.4 t of adsorbent and a deactivation of 88.1 kg of
catalyst per hour of operation.

Future work will show the usability of the methanation setup for dynamic experiments
as they occur in a steelworks plant, including frequent load changes of up to 25% of
gas input power in the range of 5 to 45 min simulating a dynamically operated PEM
electrolysing unit. The values obtained through the lab-scaled experiments will also assist
in the technical design of a pilot plant for the steelworks industry, including a gas cleaning
step based on activated carbon prior to feeding the real gases to the methanation units.
Furthermore, the catalyst degradation due to poisons present in the real gases will be
investigated in detail through Raman spectroscopy, as well as BET analysis.
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Abbreviations

ΔH0
r Reaction enthalpy

σH2 Ratio of molar hydrogen flow compared to molar flows of CO and CO2
Qgas Total feed gas volume flow
Vcatalyst Catalyst volume
ni Molar flows
xi Gas composition
Ccat_poison Avg. molar fraction of catalyst poison in the feed gas
Mcat_poison Molar mass of catalyst poison
t Operating hours
madsorbent Mass of activated carbon
Δactivity Relative activity loss
Δmcatalyst Catalyst consumption
BFG Blast furnace gas
BFGsyn Synthetic blast furnace gas
BFGreal Real blast furnace gas
BOFG Basic oxygen furnace gas/converter gas
CH3SH Methyl mercaptan
CH4 Methane
Cl Chloride
CnHm Higher hydrocarbons (C2+)
CO Carbon monoxide
CO2 Carbon dioxide
COG Coke oven gas
COS Carbonyl sulphide
CS2 Carbon disulphide
CuO Copper oxide
E1,2 Experiment 1 or 2
GHG Greenhouse gas
GHSV Gas hourly space velocity
H2 Hydrogen
H2O Water or steam
H2S Hydrogen sulphide
HCl Hydrogen chloride
HCN Hydrogen cyanide
Hg Mercury
ID Inner diameter
ISO International Organization for Standardization
LHV Lower heating value
N2 Nitrogen
NH3 Ammonia
Ni Nickel
NO2 Nitrogen dioxide
NOx Nitrogen oxides
OD Outer diameter
PEM Proton-exchange membrane
ppm Parts per million
R1, R2, R3 Reactors 1, 2 or 3
S Sulphur
Sb Antimony
SEM Scanning electron microscope
SNG Synthetic natural gas
SO2 Sulphur dioxide
SO4 Sulphate
STP Standard temperature and pressure
TI1-7 Temperature indicator 1 to 7
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TRL Technology readiness level
vol.-% (dry) Share in volume percent (dry basis)
W1, W2, W3 Heat exchanger 1, 2 or 3
wt.-% Share in weight percent
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Abstract: Due to environmental concerns, the role of renewable sources for petroleum-based products
has become an invaluable research topic. One possibility of achieving this goal is the Fischer–Tropsch
synthesis (FTS) based on sustainable raw materials. Those materials include, but are not limited to,
synthesis gas from biomass gasification or hydrogen through electrolysis powered by renewable
electricity. In recent years, the utilisation of CO2 as carbon source for FTS was one main R&D topic.
This is one of the reasons for its increase in value and the removal of its label as being just exhaust
gas. With the heavy product fraction of FTS, referred to as Fischer–Tropsch waxes (FTW), being
rather limited in their application, catalytic upgrading can help to increase the economic viability of
such a process by converting the waxes to high value transportation fuels and lubricating oils. In this
paper, the dewaxing of FTW via hydroisomerisation and hydrocracking was investigated. A three
phase fixed bed reactor was used in combination with a zeolitic catalyst with an AEL (SAPO-11)
structure and 0.3 wt% platinum (Pt). The desired products were high quality white oils with low
cloud points. These products were successfully produced in a one-step catalytic dewaxing process.
Within this work, a direct correlation between the physical properties of the white oils and the
chemical composition of the simultaneously produced fuel fractions could be established.

Keywords: catalytic dewaxing; hydroprocessing; lubricant production; Fischer–Tropsch

1. Introduction

Environmental trepidations are an excessively discussed topic and the demand for
fossil free energy supply is increasing. Current legislative measures, such as the taxation of
carbon dioxide (CO2) as proposed in Germany will inevitably push prices of fossil fuels and
carbon sources to novel highs [1,2]. The most common suggestions are the increased usage
of electric power in sectors such as transportation and commutation. While an energy
supply via battery is viable for cars and light commercial vehicles, it reaches its limits
with air and sea travel due to the low energy density of batteries [3]. This problem has
reignited the demand for renewable liquid energy carriers, such as middle distillates from
Fischer–Tropsch (FT) synthesis. Baseline for this approach is the usage of carbon monoxide
(CO) and hydrogen (H2) as synthesis gas. The original feedstock for FT synthesis, which
is coal, can be replaced by renewable sources such as bio mass [4]. Another possibility is
the usage or reuse of excess CO2 as carbon source, which has been proven a viable and
flexible alternative for CO [5]. Research has also been conducted regarding the use of
the FT synthesis in a power-to-liquid (PTL) approach [6]. A general description of the FT
synthesis from CO2 to paraffins can be defined as the following.

CO2 + H2 → CO + H2O
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n CO + (2n + 1) H2 → CnH2n+2 + n H2O

The main issue with this process is that it will, with certain exceptions [7,8], almost
always result in a probability distribution of products according to Schulz–Flory, reaching
from methane to heavy paraffinic waxes [9]. The product distribution can be regulated
using higher or lower reaction temperatures with lighter products (based on molecular
weight) at higher temperatures and heavier products at lower ones [10]. Those processes
are known as high temperature FT synthesis (HTFT) and low temperature FT synthesis
(LTFT) [11]. The second issue is the paraffinic nature of FT products. Them being free of poly
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) will generally result in lower emissions and soot formation
during combustion [12]. However, the high amount of n-paraffins hinders the application
of FT products as fuel due to poor cold flow properties or low octane numbers. A similar
issue refers to the wax fraction. With its high melting point, its product applications are
rather limited. Examples include industrial coatings and usage in street construction. By
lowering the melting point, especially regarding the lubricant sector, more applications can
be developed. Those problems can be resolved with a hydroprocessing step. The demand
for synthetic lubricants increased as well in recent years due to changing quality demands.
Miller et al. reported a shift to lower viscosity oils in order to decrease friction in mechanical
stressed areas and lower oil volatility to increase longevity and sustainability [13]. Multiple
authors have extensively studied hydroprocessing or hydroconversion of FT products
to middle distillates [14–19], making the production of liquid transportation fuels from
FT waxes a well-established process. The same cannot be stated about the production of
lubricants from FT-waxes. The process itself is established and commercially used, for
example, at the Shell PEARL GTL plant in Qatar, which utilizes offshore gas to produce
FT products and subsequently lubricants such as technical and medicinal grade white
oil [20]. The know-how is, with some mentionable exceptions [21–23], rather limited to
patent literature [24–27]. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to investigate and describe
the lubricant production from FT waxes and the differences of yield, viscosity and cloud
point depending on reaction temperature and pressure. A correlation between molecular
composition of the simultaneously produced fuel fractions to the corresponding lube
properties is also to be established.

2. Theoretical Background

2.1. Dewaxing

The process of dewaxing describes the removal of n-paraffins from a given hydro-
carbon mixture with the purpose of lowering the melting point. There a two main, com-
mercially used dewaxing processes. Solvent dewaxing and catalytic dewaxing. Solvent
dewaxing is based on removing wax crystals through precipitation. The untreated oil is
usually diluted with an organic solvent such as ketones or aromatics or a mixture of both.
It is then cooled below the desired pour point under constant stirring. This results in the
formation of wax crystals, which can subsequently be removed by mechanical separation,
such as cold filtration [28]. The main advantage of this process is its high yield and high
viscosity index during dewaxing of petroleum based feedstock, yet it does require high
amounts of extra solvent and additional distillation. Catalytic dewaxing is the selective
removal of normal paraffins through cracking or isomerisation. While commercial base
stock, such as vacuum gas oil, can be dewaxed by cracking of the long chain paraffins
and removal of the lighter fraction via distillation, this is not true for FT-waxes. Those
consist almost exclusively of straight chain hydrocarbons. Consequently, cracking would
consume the entire wax, transforming it into lighter fuels. To dewax this product, hydroi-
somerisation is necessary. This will convert the normal paraffins into branched ones by
reducing their pour point significantly while mostly maintaining their boiling range [29].
Hsu and Robinson also reported that commercial dewaxing through isomerisation has been
available since 1993 when Chevron developed its ISODEWAXING® process using SAPO
catalysts. Similar techniques for hydroisomerisation are employed at the Shell PEARL
GTL plant.
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2.2. Hydroprocessing

Hydroprocessing is an umbrella term for multiple reactions of hydrocarbons under
the H2 atmosphere, including hydrotreating, hydrofinishing, hydrocracking and hydro-
isomerisation. In this paper, hydroprocessing refers to the latter two. Numerous different
mechanisms of hydroisomerisation and hydrocracking were described by Bouchy et al. [15].
An example can be seen in Figure 1. The formation of a new isomer is depicted at (a),
while the cracking reaction can be observed at (b). Both require the presence of carbenium
ions. The reaction rate of isomerisation is generally higher than the one for cracking,
with the notable exception at the scisscion of tertiary carbon ions which can exceed the
isomerisation rate.

(a) 
 

 
(b) 

Figure 1. Mechanism of isomerisation (a) and cracking (b) of long-chain paraffins [15].

Cracking of FT products shifts the yield distribution away from waxy components to
the desired yields, usually towards the middle distillate range. Isomerisation will lower the
melting points in contrast to their n-paraffin counterparts [30], which will result in better
cold flow properties.

2.3. Catalytic Mechanism

Hydroprocessing itself is conducted on a bifunctional catalyst, which means there are
two different active centres on the catalyst surface, with distinct applications: A metallic
site for hydrogenation and dehydrogenation of the product, as well as an acidic site
for isomerisation and cracking [15]. The acid component can be provided by a zeolite
carrier, which can have varying degrees of acidity. A detailed description of the individual
mechanisms is depicted in Figure 2.

 
Figure 2. Schematic depiction of the reaction network for hydroprocessing of n-paraffins on a catalytic
surface [15].
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The saturated n-paraffin is dehydrated on the metallic site and an olefin is formed.
The olefin transitions to the acidic site of the catalyst via diffusion. Due to proton uptake
on the acidic catalyst site, secondary carbenium ions are formed and those can either crack
or branch out to form tertiary carbenium ions [31]. Disintegration of the carbenium ions
will result in rehydrogenation and formation of saturated n-paraffins and iso-paraffins.

2.4. Synthetic Lubricants from FT Waxes

Lubricating oils can be described as hydrophobic liquids, which have boiling points
higher than water and do not crystalize at room temperature. Commercial Lubricants are
specified more clearly. They depend on different parameters including the type of their
feedstock (Table 1), their density, viscosity, viscosity index, pour point, cloud point, boiling
range, volatility, flash point, amount of saturates, naphtenes and aromatics, oxidative
resistance, acidity, colour and conradson carbon residue (CCR). A synthetic lubricant from
a GTL process is categorised as API III+ [29].

Table 1. API classifications of lubricant base stock [29].

Group Manufacturing Process

I solvent processing
II hydroprocessing
III GTL; wax isomerisation, severe hydroprocessing
IV polyalphaolefins (POA)
V all other base stocks

Wax from FT synthesis is a decent feedstock for lubricant production due to its low
content of heteroatoms or other impurities. The main issue with FTW is that its melting
point is usually above 40 ◦C. The reason is the high amount of linear paraffins in the
mixture. In order to reduce the melting temperature of the wax, the chemical composition
has to be altered by hydroisomerisation as explained above. FTW dewaxing has been
performed using catalytic dewaxing under hydrogen in either a one-step or two-step
approach, occasionally including solvent dewaxing as a final step [22–27]. A pretreatment
step may necessarily not required. This was stated by Miller et al. [13] who hydroisomerised
FT waxes mixed with pyroysed plastics to produce lubricating oils. This results in the
conclusion that hydrogenation of pure FT wax prior to hydroisomerisation should be
unnecessary. Before hydroprocessing certain wax fractions, what needs to be clarified is
whether residual oxygenates can hurt the used catalyst. The two main properties that any
lubricating oil will be defined by are its viscosity and its congealing point. The viscosity of
hydrocarbon oils is mainly dependent on its average chain length and can only be slightly
adjusted by its chemical structure. The kinematic viscosity can even be used to calculate
the median molecular weight of the lubricant [32]. The congealing temperature is heavily
dependent on the molecular structure, with n-paraffins having the highest melting points
in a given carbon range [29].

2.5. Cloud Point

The cloud point (CP) of a paraffin mixture defines the temperature when precipi-
tation of wax crystals begins. It is usually at higher temperatures than other cold flow
properties [33]. At CP-temperature, the fluidity of the mixture is not yet inhibited, but
wax crystals start to form, which can accumulate on cold surfaces and subsequently plug
filters [34]. It is slightly above the common cold filter plugging point (CFPP). Due to it
being the highest temperature where significant effects on the consistency of the lubricant
can be observed, this work has chosen to display the change in cold flow behaviour.
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3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Reactor Setup and Materials Used

In order to apply the processes proposed in the previous section, a three-phase fixed
bed reactor was used (Figure 3). The melted wax was kept in a five litre storage vessel
from where it was pumped at 90 ◦C into the reactor by using a high pressure and high
temperature piston pump (Bischoff HPD Pump Multitherm 200 model 3351).

Figure 3. Schematic depiction of the three-phase fixed bed reactor setup at the Engler-Bunte-
Institute, Karlsruhe.

This allows a liquid flowrate in the range from 0.6–300 mL/h. The reactor itself
consists of a tube with 14.9 mm inner diameter and a length of 800 mm. The used reaction
zone itself consists of 400 mm. A 1/8” tube is inserted in the middle to provide access
for temperature measurements. After the reaction zone, the product mixture enters three
consecutive vapour–liquid separation vessels with a volume of 800 mL each and from there
it can be removed via a needle valve at the bottom. In the reaction zone, 20 g (100–200 μm)
of a commercially available zeolitic catalyst with AEL (SAPO-11) structure and 0.3 wt%
platinum as a hydrogenation agent were used. This catalyst was chosen with respect to
its high selectivity towards isomerisation [35]. The reaction temperature was set on the
outside of the reactor tube. Under reaction conditions, the inner temperature increases
approximately between 1–2 ◦C. The feed was Fischer–Tropsch wax from Sasol with a cloud
point, as determined by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurement, of 63.6 ◦C
(Figure 4). All experiments were conducted at the same wax flow rate of 0.28 mL/min at
90 ◦C, resulting in a liquid hourly space velocity (LHSV) of 0.75 h−1. The hydrogen flow of
550 mL/min (at laboratory conditions) was also not changed.

Figure 4. Composition of the feed wax.
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3.2. Sample Preparation

The retrieved samples were weighed and separated according to the following at-
mospheric boiling ranges: gasoline <170 ◦C, middle distillate 170–340 ◦C and lubricant
>340 ◦C. In order to avoid overheating the samples, separation of middle distillate from
the lubricant was conducted under vacuum using a standard laboratory glass distillation
apparatus. The required vacuum was generated with a water-jet pump. The remaining
wax crystals were removed by centrifugation (Hettich Rotana 460) at 9000 rpm for 10 min.

3.3. Analytics

The cloud points (CP) of lubricant fractions and middle distillate were determined
with differential scanning calorimetry (Netzsch DSC 214 Polyma) under nitrogen atmo-
sphere. In order to achieve exact measurements, a constant cooling rate and sample weight
is necessary [36]. For one analysis, 10 mg of the sample was used and a cooling rate of
10 K/min was applied. Afterwards, the sample was reheated before being removed. The
cloud point was identified by extrapolating the tangents of the first detectable peak-onset
during cooling. The measured temperature at the intersections of both straight lines was
noted (TM). An exemplary peak onset for a commercial paraffin oil and the used temper-
ature programme can be observed in Figure 5. This sequence was developed based on
the methods already presented in the literature [37,38] or slightly adapted from similar
ASTM Norms [39,40]. The DSC-device required additional calibration to determine the
start of crystallisation during cooling. For this purpose, pure components with various
solidification temperatures were chosen (n-dodecane, mesitylene, deuterated chloroform,
butanone, tetradecane, octacosane, tetracosane, hexadecane and triacontane). Aditionally
two Cloud Point reference diesel fuels (ASTM D 2500 [41]) with CPs at 7.7 ± 0.6 ◦C and
−21.0 ± 2 ◦C were included. The calibration showed significant deviancy of the crystalli-
sation temperature (TC) and the measured temperature (TM), the correctional functions
can be reviewed in Appendices A–C. The initial calibration did not include the reference
fuels. A sample of 10 mg each were analysed. The resulting temperatures were 8.29 ◦C
and −19.09 ◦C which lies within the stated deviation as determined by ASTM D 2500 and
also within the expected scope of DSC measurements, described by Claudy et al. [42]. In
order to improve accuracy, the samples were included into the calibration, as presented in
Appendix A. It needs to be stated that it was not always possible to determine a clear peak
with this method. Some samples crystallized homogenously with no detectable CP. Those
were not considered in this work.

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5. DSC-Measurement for a commercial paraffin oil (a) and temperature programme for determination of cloud
points. mSample = 10 mg, V N2 = 100 mL/min (b).

The dynamic viscosity was measured with a plate rheometer (Anton Paar MCR 302e)
at a sheer rate of 50 s−1 and a rotating plate size of 50 mm for five minutes to achieve
reliable measurements. The required density to calculate the kinematic viscosity was
determined by oscillating tube measurement (Anton Paar DMA 4200). The composition of
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the gasoline fractions was analysed using a PAC Reformulyzer M4 Hydrocarbon Group
Type Analysis. This allowed the measurement of n-/iso-Paraffin content and also detected
possible aromatic or naphthenic components. The composition of the produced gas phase
was determined by gas chromatography (Agilent Technologies 7890A). Due to calibration
problems, the gas phase could only be analysed for one set of parameters (Appendix B)
and will not be further discussed in this paper. Determination of the boiling ranges was
conducted using a simulated distillation method (Shimadzu Nexis GC-2030).

4. Results

4.1. Boiling Range and Cloud Points

In order to check if the distillation was successful, the boiling range and cloud points
of the produced oil had to be measured. This was performed via simulated distillation and
an example is given in Figure 6. The individual data points refer to the sum of iso- and
n-paraffins within a given carbon number. It was performed in this manner to incorporate
response factors. It can be observed that the resulting oil fraction boils entirely above
300 ◦C and has less than 10 wt% boiling below 340 ◦C. While the boiling range of the
lubricant barely changes, the cloud point could be reduced by 73 ◦C. With the cloud point
being below room temperature and the boiling range indicating no fuel components within
the mixture, a lubricating oil was successfully produced. The variation in cloud points
was investigated with regards to changing process parameters, in this case the points were
reactor temperature and pressure.

Figure 6. Boiling ranges of the resulting products after hydroprocessing of FT-wax by simu-
lated distillation.

It can be observed that the cloud point decreases rapidly with increasing temperature
(Figure 7a). This indicates higher n-paraffin conversion and higher yield of isomers at
higher temperatures as expected. Higher pressure results in higher cloud point (Figure 7b).
This correlates with the mechanism of hydrocracking, where higher temperature increases
carbenium ion formation, while higher pressure inhibits it. The amount of isoparaffins
should therefore be higher at low cloud points. A direct measurement of n-paraffins in the
oil fraction was not possible with the available setup.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 7. Influence of reactor temperature (a) and pressure at TR = 360 ◦C (b), LHSV = 0.75 h−1, H2/wax = 1964 L/L.

4.2. Yield and Viscosity

Another critical issue is the yield of the potential lubricating oil. The possible liquid
yield loss can occur during the reaction itself with the production of high amounts of
carbon gasses or during distillation via evaporation to the vacuum pump. The “de facto”
yields are calculated in regards to the inlet flow of the FTW and are depicted in Figure 8.
The observed trends are similar to the trends witnessed for the cloud points, indicating a
dependency on n-paraffin conversion, resulting in the conclusion that low cloud points can
only be achieved under loss of yield. Similar effects for the pour point have been reported
by Hsu and Robinson [29].

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 8. Yield loss at different reactor temperature (a) and pressure yield loss at increasing reaction pressure at TR = 360 ◦C
(b); LHSV = 0.75 h−1, H2/wax = 1964 L/L.

To illustrate this issue, the reduction in cloud point was plotted over the potential
lubricant yield (Figure 9). Two additional successfully conducted measurements were
added (Appendix C, Samples 8 and 9) to verify the following trends at low yield and cloud
points. DSC-CP and Yield decrease simultaneously. Higher quality base oil will therefore
come at the cost of lower oil return. This effect is independent from reaction temperature
or pressure. This concludes a general opposite trend between yield and quality of the
base oil. How this dependency will be afflicted by catalyst choice or LHSV variance will
be investigated in future studies. It has been shown that catalysts such as ZSM-5 (MFI)
generate less lubricant at similar pour points than a SAPO catalyst would [29].
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Figure 9. DSC-CP over lubricant yield at varying reactor temperatures and pressure.

While there are clear dependencies between the oil yields and reaction parameters,
the same could not be observed for the corresponding viscosity. The fluctuation of viscosity
measured at 20 ◦C was mostly between 41–50 mm2/s. In the above presented temperature
and pressure ranges, barely any trends are observable as depicted in Figure 10. Those
trends are not significant enough to have an impact on the oil quality overall. A significant
decrease could only be observed for Sample 8 (Appendix C), which might be due to higher
catalyst activity for it being produced on a recently regenerated catalyst bed. Yet the
measured value for the cloud point of the lubricant and middle distillate was consistent
with the expected values, as it will be presented in Section 4.3.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 10. Kinematic viscosity measured at different reactor temperature (a) and pressure at TR = 360 ◦C (b); LHSV =
0.75 h−1, H2/wax = 1964 L/L (viscosity at 20 ◦C for the point at 350 ◦C, 110 bar was not determined due to its CP being
above that temperature).

4.3. Determination of Cloud Point Using Composition of the Gasoline Fraction

A major issue in lubrication oil analytics is the determination of molecular compo-
sition in the mixture. The longer the chain of the molecule, the more isomers and other
by-products are possible. A highly isomerised product might not be separable by gas
chromatography and requires more sophisticated measurements such as thin film chro-
matography or high power liquid chromatography. Even if the analytics are available,
one major issue is the potential modelling of the fractions with high molecular weight
because of unavailable datasets for the produced isomers. On the contrary, the analytics
and modelling of products with lower molecular weight has been conducted [43].

The resulting gasoline was analysed regarding its molecular composition and com-
pared to the cloud point of the corresponding lubricant fraction. Figure 11 shows the
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DSC-CP for lubricant and middle distillate against the n-paraffin and naphthene content
within the conforming gasoline fraction. It can be observed that the cloud point increases
simultaneously with n-paraffins in the fuel fraction. The trend is more significant for the
lubricants than for the middle distillate. This indicates that the chemical equilibrium of
n-paraffins and isoparaffins is comparable within the different boiling ranges. A high
n-paraffin content in the gasoline will correspond to a high n-paraffin content in the lube
fraction and will therefore begin to crystallise at higher temperatures.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 11. DSC-CP change of the lubricant and middle distillate fractions against the n-paraffin (a)
and naphthene (b) content in their corresponding gasoline fraction.

A similar but steeper trend can be observed for the naphthenic components. High
molecular weight naphthenes are generally decent lubricant components and desirable
over n-paraffins for improvement of the cold flow properties.

This method even allows the description of the expected liquid yields (Figure 12). At
high n-paraffin content, the highest yields are to be gathered. With the reaction progressing
and conversion of n-paraffins through isomerisation and cracking, the yields for gasoline
increases, while the middle distillate mostly stays the same.

Figure 12. Yield change of the liquid fractions against the n-paraffin content in their corresponding
gasoline fraction.

5. Conclusions

In this work, the general production process of base oil from FT waxes was presented.
A method for the determination of cloud point using differential scanning calorimetry was
applied. It was shown that lubricating oil can be produced by minimal reduction in boiling
ranges, while simultaneously reducing the cloud point and subsequently other cold flow
properties significantly. It was also shown that the viscosity was hardly reliant on changing
reaction parameters. The dependency of cloud points and base-oil yields on reaction
parameters, such as temperature and pressure, was investigated and presented. A clear
correlation between yield loss and reduction in cloud points could be established. A method
for the determination of cloud points through analysis of the distilled gasoline fraction
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was presented. This would open up different methods for modelling cold flow properties
of lubricating oils, while only relying on calculating and analysing the gasoline fraction.
These assumptions need to be verified in future studies. In particular, a dependence on
different catalyst materials needs to be established.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Calibration equation for CP determination via DSC.

TC=a·TM+b
With:

TM a b
<−12.9 ◦C 0.7841 0.8216
>−12.9 ◦C

<2.5 ◦C 0.9900 3.0611

>2.5◦C 0.9701 3.2361

Appendix B

Table A2. Carbon gas composition during hydroconversion of FT-waxes at pH2 = 68–75 bar,
TR = 370 ◦C; LHSV = 0.75 h−1.

Component Amount

Methane 0.48 wt%

Ethane 0.14 wt%
Propane 5.26 wt%
Butanes 7.10 wt%

n-Butane 03.98 wt%
2-M-Propane 03.13 wt%

Pentanes 3.67 wt%
n-Pentane 01.64 wt%
2-M-Butane 02.02 wt%

Hexanes 1.22 wt%
n-Hexane 00.45 wt%
2-M-Pentane 00.51 wt%
3-M-Pentane 00.26 wt%

Heptanes 0.29 wt%
n-Heptane 00.08 wt%
2-M-Hexane 00.09 wt%
3-M-Hexane 00.12 wt%

Liquid product mix 77.18 wt%
Lubricant

(CP = −35.9 ◦C) 24.68 wt%

Middle distillate
(CP = −55.6 ◦C) 28.88 wt%

Gasoline 23.10 wt%
Distillation loss 00.53 wt%

95.34 wt%
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Abstract: The energy supply in Austria is significantly based on fossil natural gas. Due to the
necessary decarbonization of the heat and energy sector, a switch to a green substitute is neces-
sary to limit CO2 emissions. Especially innovative concepts such as power-to-gas establish the
connection between the storage of volatile renewable energy and its conversion into green gases.
In this paper, different methanation strategies are applied on syngas from biomass gasification.
The investigated syngas compositions range from traditional steam gasification, sorption-enhanced
reforming to the innovative CO2 gasification. As the producer gases show different compositions
regarding the H2/COx ratio, three possible methanation strategies (direct, sub-stoichiometric and
over-stoichiometric methanation) are defined and assessed with technological evaluation tools for
possible future large-scale set-ups consisting of a gasification, an electrolysis and a methanation unit.
Due to its relative high share of hydrogen and the high technical maturity of this gasification mode,
syngas from steam gasification represents the most promising gas composition for downstream
methanation. Sub-stoichiometric operation of this syngas with limited H2 dosage represents an
attractive methanation strategy since the hydrogen utilization is optimized. The overall efficiency
of the sub-stoichiometric methanation lies at 59.9%. Determined by laboratory methanation experi-
ments, a share of nearly 17 mol.% of CO2 needs to be separated to make injection into the natural gas
grid possible. A technical feasible alternative, avoiding possible carbon formation in the methanation
reactor, is the direct methanation of sorption-enhanced reforming syngas, with an overall process
efficiency in large-scale applications of 55.9%.

Keywords: power-to-gas; catalytic methanation; biomass; gasification; synthetic natural gas

1. Introduction

To minimize carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions and the dependence on energy im-
ports, many European countries see a large potential of biomass gasification for energy or
synthetic fuel production. All aspects—heat, power and synthetic fuel production—are
regarded in so-called poly-generation concepts, for which gasification represents a key
technology [1]. Moreover, biomass is featured with carbon neutrality, which makes clean
biomass-based fuel (b-fuel) production through gasification very attractive in future energy
systems [2].

Basic considerations of the total process chain of gasification, including up- and down-
stream process elements, have been discussed in a review by Hofbauer [3], in which the
important process principles are explained in detail. A basic flowchart of the process units
in gasification processes can be seen in Figure 1. Especially for synthetic fuel or electro-fuel
(e-fuel) production, a specific gas composition (e.g., H2/COx ratio) without impurities
or catalyst poisons needs to be ensured. However, further extensive gas cleaning and
gas upgrading are required in this process route. Biofuels or e-fuels (especially synthetic
natural gas (SNG)) can be stored as green energy carriers in existing infrastructure. For
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the application of syngas in an industrial heat or co-firing process, no specific gas cleaning
steps are necessary. In combined heat and power generation, gas cleaning from tar and
solid particles is required.

Figure 1. Process units in gasification technology for the production of energy carriers (heat or
electricity) or biofuels (Fischer Tropsch products, methanol (liquid) and di-methyl-ether and SNG
(gaseous)), inspired by [3], Hofbauer: 2012.

Gasification reactors are distinguished by their fluid mechanical properties in fixed
and fluidized bed systems [4]. In fixed-bed gasifiers, mainly coal or waste is used to
generate a producer gas. More details on the working principle of fixed-bed gasifiers, as
used for example at “Schwarze Pumpe” in Germany, can be found in [5]. In fluidized bed
gasification, a bed material—catalytically active or inert—enables very good heat and mass
transfer through an equal temperature distribution in the reactor and fuel mixing. The gas
used for fluidization also serves as a gasification agent, which can be steam [6], air [7,8]
or CO2 [9–12]. The latter method contributes to a conversion of CO2 as a carbon capture
and utilization (CCU) technology. Dependent on the gas velocity and the particle size
distribution of the bed material, two different types of fluidized bed gasifiers exist: bubbling
and circulating fluidized beds [13]. The research group of Hofbauer combined these two
technologies and developed the dual fluidized bed (DFB) configuration, which offers more
advantages for syngas production, such as the production of a nitrogen-free syngas without
the need of pure oxygen [3]. Additionally, the gasification and combustion chamber are
separated. In the gasification reactor, the bed is fluidized with the gasification agent
(steam or CO2), whereas the combustion chamber is fluidized by air. The generated heat
from combustion is transferred to the gasification chamber via a circulating bed material
(limestone or olivine) [3]. In this system, both steam and CO2 gasification processes
are being investigated, whereas the latter is a new research topic which helps to reuse
CO2 and enables its conversion to valuable products. Furthermore, sorption-enhanced
reforming (SER) in combination with DFB technology is investigated for the production of
an adjustable H2/CO ratio by using limestone as a bed material [14].

Besides feedstock characteristics (which are not considered here), the choice of the
gasification set-up, the utilized gasification agent and its operation conditions, such as tem-
perature and pressure, have a strong impact on the produced gas composition. This results
in different subsequently needed gas cleaning or gas conditioning systems if the syngas is
utilized for methanation processes (see Figure 1). Steam gasification processes generate
a nitrogen-free syngas with a high share of hydrogen that matches the requirements for
downstream synthesis processes very well. Hence, several demo plants have been realized
(GoBiGas in Gothenburg, SWE [15], the Güssing Plant [16], Oberwart [17] and the 1 MW
gasifier at the site of Wien Energie [18], all AUT). Syngas from CO2 gasification, which
is still in an early phase of development, shows a high share of CO and CO2 and only
small hydrogen amounts. SER syngas shows a very high share of hydrogen, as a special
bed material removes CO2 from the producer gas through carbonation, but it is not as far
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developed as steam gasification. The gasification efficiency, known as cold gas efficiency,
is the highest in steam gasification, with 84%, and CO2 gasification and SER feature an
efficiency of 73%. This number describes the amount of chemical energy in the product gas
in relation to the chemical energy of the fuel introduced in the gasification set-up minus
heat losses [19].

Specified data of the gas composition from woody biomass were used from research
activities from TU Wien and its 100 kWth dual-fluidized bed gasification pilot plant. Table 1
shows available feed gas compositions with softwood pellets as input material for chemical
synthesis of e-fuels [20].

Table 1. Different syngas compositions depending on gasification type based on research activities
from TU Wien.

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3

Source [20] [20] [19]

Species (vol.%db) Steam Gasification SER 100% CO2 Gasification

CO 21.2 8.6 40
CO2 21.5 5.6 40
H2 48 69.5 15

CH4 8.8 14 5
CxHy 0.5 2.3 0
H2O 32 41 7

Gasification temperature (◦C) 797 629 >840
Bed material Limestone Limestone Olivine

Cold gas efficiency% 84 73 73

The syngas can only be used in biofuel synthesis if potential catalyst poisons such as
dust, tars, C2 species (hydrocarbons with two C atoms), higher hydrocarbons (CxHy) and
sulfur- and nitrogen-containing species are removed. A detailed summary of different hot
and cold gas cleaning methods can be found in Asadullah et al.’s work [21].

A promising route for e-fuel production is catalytic methanation. Biological metha-
nation also describes a well-developed SNG production method, however CO cannot
be metabolized by the microorganisms applied in this technology. Therefore, CO shall
be separated or converted to CO2 before the biological methanation. As CO is present
in a high share (see Table 1), catalytic methanation is the preferred technology for SNG
production from syngas [22]. Catalytic methanation together with electrolysis form the
power-to-gas concept, in which electrical energy is converted to chemical energy [23]. The
existing natural gas grid offers enormous storage potential for the green gases SNG and
H2 respectively, and enables a link between the usage and seasonal storage of volatile
renewable energies. Peak load boilers for district heating supply are run by natural gas,
which needs to be substituted to reach the Austrian #mission2030 climate targets [24].

Different reactor set-ups for catalytic methanation processes are described in detail
by Kopyscinski et al. [25]. The three basic reactors’ set-ups can be classified as follows:
fixed-bed reactors (bulk or honeycomb catalysts), fluidized bed reactors or three-phase
methanation reactors. In commercial applications, fixed-bed reactors are dominating [26]
and can be purchased from different companies [27].

Several reactions [27] play a role in methanation processes. Hydrogenation of CO
(Equation (1)) and CO2 (Equation (3)) aim at the production of methane and water. CO2
methanation can be seen as a linear combination of CO methanation and a reverse water-
gas-shift reaction (rWGS) (Equation (2)). All reaction enthalpies are depicted for 298 K.
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CO + 3 H2 → CH4 + H2O ΔHR = −206 kJ/mol (1)

CO2 + H2 → CO + H2O ΔHR = 41 kJ/mol (2)

CO2 + 4 H2 → CH4 + 2 H2O ΔHR = −165 kJ/mol (3)

As both methanation reactions (Equations (1) and (3)) are volume-reducing reactions,
higher pressures favor the production of methane. On the contrary, due to their exothermic
nature, lower temperatures improve the conversion rate of COx [28]. Detailed illustrative
material regarding pressure and temperature dependence of methanation reactions can be
found in the publication of Gao et al. [29], where equilibrium compositions are calculated
through Gibbs free energy minimization method in CHEMCAD [30].

For syngas methanation, species other than the above-mentioned also need to be
considered. Syngas from gasification of carbon species crucially include hydrocarbons,
whereas the main representative in the discussed case is C2H4. Consequently, many side
reactions [29,31] lead to the formation of unwanted by-products, which have a negative
effect on methanation performance. Coke formation follows the Boudouard reaction
(Equation (4)) and leads to a blockage of active centers on the mainly used Ni-catalysts.
Additionally, methane cracking leads to carbon deposition (Equation (6)) at higher tem-
peratures (500–800 ◦C) [32]. Present hydrocarbons may be hydrogenated to methane
(Equation (5)). Produced methane or methane included in the feed gas may undergo
Equation (6) and may be cracked. However, formed carbon can undergo steam gasification
(Equation (7)) and produce a syngas consisting of a mixture of CO and H2. Other side reac-
tions are steam- or dry-reforming of ethylene, which both show an endothermic character
(Equations (8) and (9)). The reaction enthalpy (at 298 K) of both of the latter mentioned
reactions is calculated in HSC 10.

2 CO → C + CO2 ΔHR = −172 kJ/mol (4)

C2H4 + 2 H2 → 2 CH4 ΔHR = −202 kJ/mol (5)

CH4 → 2 H2 + C(s) ΔHR = 75 kJ/mol (6)

C(s) + 2 H2O → CO + H2 ΔHR = 134 kJ/mol (7)

C2H4 + 2 H2O → 2 CO + 4 H2 ΔHR = 289 kJ/mol (8)

C2H4 + 2 CO2 → 4 CO + 2 H2 ΔHR = 292 kJ/mol (9)

For full conversion, a stoichiometric H2/COx ratio, where H2/CO = 3 for CO metha-
nation and H2/CO2 = 4 for CO2 methanation (Equations (1) and (3)), needs to be adjusted
in the methanation reactor feed. This combined number is in total defined via the stoichio-
metric number (SN), which takes both stoichiometric ratios for CO and CO2 methanation
into account (see Equation (10)). At SN = 1, a stoichiometric hydrogen supply is fed into
the methanation unit according to Equations (1) and (3).

SN = yH2/(3 × yCO + 4 × yCO2) (10)

Biomass gasification gained importance around the new millennium due to high
subsidies and lower feed-in tariffs for renewable energies. Although biomass shows a
lower energy density but a higher inhomogeneity compared to coal, it became an impor-
tant feedstock for SNG production. Many studies have been carried out regarding the
applicability for syngas methanation. Neubert et al. [33] evaluated different methanation
possibilities for catalytic methanation from syngas of coal, or biomass gasification includ-
ing syngas cleaning. Their simulations show that a double-stage process consisting of a
structured and a fixed-bed reactor with intermediate condensate separation represents the
most reasonable process design option for optimum results. Kienberger et al. [34] dealt
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with syngas methanation from autothermal fluidized bed gasification, where syngas was
used without a pre-cleaning step from tars or sulfur components. They used a common
nickel-based catalyst in a polytropic, temperature-controlled reactor. Due to the included
impurities, the catalyst consumption increased during methanation processes. Even at the
demonstration scale, Rehling [16] reveals that pipeline-ready SNG can be produced in the
Güssing 1 MW gasifier, in which softwood was treated with downstream methanation.
With improvements of the heat management between the gasification and methanation
unit, the overall plant efficiency could be further increased. Basic thermodynamic eval-
uations of gasification types have been performed by Wang [35]. He proved that steam
gasification is the preferred gasification scheme for subsequent biomethane production
thanks to the high H2/CO ratio in the syngas. The performance of the different gasification
schemes is evaluated by minimization of Gibbs free energy. Tremel et al. [36] modeled a
combination of a small-scale biomass gasification unit with a downstream methanation
unit in Aspen Plus. Both process units are realized as fluidized bed systems, and the
gasifier needs to be operated at elevated pressures to avoid further compression prior to
the methanation reactor. A fully heat-integrated process shows an overall efficiency of 91%,
and the SNG quality meets the quality requirements for grid injection. Bartik et al. [31]
also examined the combination of biomass gasification with downstream methanation in a
fluidized bed, with a focus on low-temperature (300 ◦C) conversion at ambient pressure, as
no compression energy for methanation is needed in this scheme. As gasification product
gases, they assessed different syngases from SER, steam and H2O/CO2 gasification. A
full conversion of CO and CO2 is only possible for SER product gases, while in the other
investigated gas compositions, only full CO methanation could be achieved. Furthermore,
H2O or H2O/CO2 gasification produced gases are more vulnerable to carbon formation
in the methanation reactor. Steam supply up to 55 vol.% needs to be added for stable
operation mode.

In this paper, a specific thermo-chemical production process of SNG in a fixed-bed
methanation reactor is investigated. The first step of the evaluated process chain (see
Figure 2) is gasification of renewable solid carbon sources with either steam, CO2 or in
the SER process. For catalytic methanation, green hydrogen is assumed to be available,
if needed, from water electrolysis powered by renewable electricity to ensure a climate-
neutral process and product. The heterogeneously catalyzed methanation process is
characterized by Equations (1)–(3). Further fuel upgrading implies the removal of all
components to meet requested product quality criteria for feed into the Austrian gas grid,
that are specified by the directive ÖVGW G B210 [37].

Figure 2. General process route of thermochemical conversion of solid biomass (carbon source) via
catalytic methanation to a synthetic fuel (e.g., SNG).
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The novelty of the approach presented in this paper is the investigation of different
methanation strategies with varying hydrogen supply downstream of the gasification unit,
as this has not been considered in the literature so far. Since the syngas obtained from most
of the gasification modes lacks a sufficient amount of hydrogen to perform full conversion
to SNG, certain amounts of hydrogen have to be added.

The varying hydrogen supply from electrolysis enables a flexible usage of the syngas
for e-fuel production depending on hydrogen availability. The limited source of renewable
energy must be utilized optimally, and electrolysis capacity represents a costly investment.
High costs of around 1100 EUR/kWel for PEM electrolysis are specified in 2020 by Thema
et al. [38], following a predicted decreasing trend for the upcoming years. Therefore, this
paper aims at investigating possibilities for syngas methanation (methanation strategies)
which differ in hydrogen and carbon utilization to determine their technical feasibility, as
well as identify promising approaches by evaluating the whole process chain. The detailed
targets of this investigation are outlined as follows.

Direct, sub-stoichiometric and over-stoichiometric methanation of different syngas
compositions are evaluated in a fixed-bed methanation set-up with thermodynamic con-
siderations, simulation and through experimental tests. Ternary plots will demonstrate
the probability of carbon formation during methanation processes and identify necessary
remedial actions, such as steam supply, to shift the equilibrium composition. Experimental
results applying sub- and over-stoichiometric methanation will be validated with modeled
results from simulation works. These strategic considerations provide a future decision-
making tool respecting given boundary conditions, such as availability of green electricity
for hydrogen production or a limited investment budget. It can be conclusively pointed
out which specified process configuration is technically feasible, and which is not.

Direct methanation requires no additionally produced hydrogen from electrolysis,
which saves in investment costs and lowers the plant complexity. Due to the lack of
hydrogen, a lower conversion rate of included carbon oxides in the syngas is expected
and CO2 separation from the raw SNG is required before a feed into the gas grid. Sub-
stoichiometric methanation offers less required electrolysis capacity as hydrogen shall be
utilized and converted to a maximum extent. Maximum possible methane output with the
provided hydrogen is targeted, taking lower carbon oxide conversion rates into account.
Over-stoichiometric methanation enables full conversion of the included carbon oxides
thanks to the available excess hydrogen.

Large-scale power-to-gas applications will be surveyed on their technical feasibility
as the biomass input power is set to 25 MW, as this represents a large-scale scenario
(see [3]). Units such as gasification output, electrolysis capacity and produced SNG from
methanation are oriented towards the strategies described above. The effective extent of the
biomass to SNG process chain is technically assessed, which allows to evaluate feasibility
considerations for possible plant set-ups on a large scale considering available renewable
power or investment budget.

2. Materials and Methods

In the following section, possible methanation operating strategies for gasification
product gas pursuing different aims are described. Later, the working principle of different
technical evaluation tools will be explained. Finally, it will be mentioned which evaluation
tool is accordingly assessing each defined methanation strategy and why.

2.1. Different Methanation Operation Strategies (Aim of the Strategy)

• Direct methanation (low-investment strategy)

Generated syngas gas would be directly fed into the methanation unit without addi-
tional hydrogen. Direct methanation follows a low-investment strategy as the necessity for
the construction of an electrolysis is not provided in this case.

This strategy is applied to all depicted syngas compositions in Table 1 (for product gas
from steam gasification, from SER and from 100% CO2 gasification) to evaluate whether
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the included share of hydrogen is sufficient for downstream methanation and if carbon
formation may occur during fuel synthesis.

• Sub-stoichiometric methanation at SN < 1 (maximum hydrogen usage)

As hydrogen is a valuable input in methanation processes because of its high specific
production costs, its consumption is minimized, pursuing the smallest share of hydro-
gen present in the raw synthetic natural gas after methanation, while maximum carbon
conversion is targeted. More specifically, the SN will be lowered in the feed to a selected
sub-stoichiometric proportion, which ensures a maximum usage of the available hydrogen
from electrolysis, while the highest possible carbon utilization in methanation is also con-
sidered at the same time. Through this operation strategy, hydrogen demand, and therefore
electrolysis capacity, investment and renewable electricity consumption, can be reduced to
a minimum level, which on the other hand ensures optimized carbon conversion.

This strategy is applied to product gas from steam gasification in the experimental
evaluation section, as this syngas composition strikes the best balance between included
hydrogen in the syngas and additionally needed hydrogen produced via electrolysis. SER
offers a very high share (70 vol.%) and CO2 gasification a too-low (5 vol.%) share of
hydrogen in the syngas. Considering the SER syngas composition, hydrogen is already
present in a widely over-stoichiometric ratio (SN > 1). In the case of 100% CO2 gasification,
the syngas offers a very low hydrogen share (SN = 0.05), requiring a significant large
electrolysis capacity. Due to these extremely different hydrogen shares (either too high or
very little), these syngas compositions are not considered in experimental tests pursuing
sub-stoichiometric methanation.

• Over-stoichiometric methanation at SN > 1 (maximum carbon usage)

For the desired full conversion of COx, sufficient hydrogen needs to be present. Since
syngas contains a small share of methane, the chemical equilibrium shifts to the educt
side in methanation processes as one of the reaction products is included in the feed. A
slight surplus of hydrogen in the feed for methanation will shift the equilibrium back to the
product side, enables full conversion of the present COx components in the syngas, limits
carbon deposition and achieves high selectivity for methane. A technologically evaluated
hydrogen excess lies at 3% above methanation stoichiometry, as it has been assessed by
Krammer et al. [39] for the production of a satisfying product gas composition.

This strategy will only be applied to steam gasification syngas in the experimental
section following the same arguments as mentioned in the section on the sub-stoichiometric
methanation strategy.

To summarize the approach presented here, an overview about the applied methana-
tion strategies on different syngas compositions is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Overview of applied methanation strategies on different syngas types with additional hydrogen supply from
electrolysis (*).

Type of Syngas

Steam Gasification SER 100% CO2 Gasification

M
et

ha
na

ti
on

St
ra

te
gy

Direct x x x

Sub-stoichiometric (SN < 1) x (*) 30% hydrogen excess available
in raw product gas from

gasification

Very little hydrogen available
in raw product gas from

gasificationOver-stoichiometric (SN > 1) x (*)

2.2. Technical Evaluation Tools

• Basic thermodynamic evaluations

Fundamental thermodynamic evaluations of Gibbs free energy (ΔG) were conducted
with the software HSC 10, as the minimization of ΔG features chemical equilibrium and
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predicts occurring reactions during methanation processes, assuming ideal gas mixtures.
Equations (1)–(9) will be assessed.

• Ternary plot

With the help of a ternary diagram, the investigated syngas composition can be
shown as a single point at chemical equilibrium in a 2D coordinate system described
by the C-H-O-ratio. Six species which appear in Equations (1)–(4) are constituted of
three atoms, namely C, H and O. Equilibrium lines of carbon deposition (depending on
selected temperature and pressure) will be implemented, dividing the area in which carbon
deposition is thermodynamically possible (above lines) or not (below lines). The ternary
plot visualizes if carbon deposition occurs for each specific syngas composition. Frick
et al. [40] and Bai et al. [41] also used ternary diagrams for visualizing possible carbon
formation in methanation processes and approved that ternary diagrams are an adequate
tool for the design-finding procedure of the methanation section.

• Determination of the optimum sub-stoichiometric hydrogen feed

Aspen Plus was used to model the syngas conversion in a catalytic methanation
process and to predict the raw SNG composition. To find the optimum hydrogen supply for
sub-stoichiometric methanation, two Gibbs reactors assuming thermodynamic equilibrium
by minimization of Gibbs free energy were applied. In this simulation, the lowest possible
hydrogen feed is modeled chasing two different but coupled goals. Firstly, the least possible
share of hydrogen in the product gas should be obtained. Secondly, the available hydrogen
is supposed to convert itself with as many carbon oxides as possible. This results in the
main goal of this strategy, which is described by a full conversion of the valuable resource,
hydrogen, because of its costly and energy-intensive production.

• Lab-scale experiments

As an experimental methanation set-up, the laboratory reactor cascade at the Chair
of Process Technology in Leoben was used (see Figure 3). The pilot plant consists of three
fixed-bed reactors, which can be operated alone or in series, and each of them is filled
with 0.25 L of a commercial 20 wt.% Ni-bulk catalyst named Meth 134®. To examine the
methanation performance of syngas from steam gasification, two fixed-bed reactors were
operated in series. The first reactor stage reaches thermodynamic equilibrium and hinders
the full conversion of COx. Gas mixtures, synthetically mixed from gas bottles, according to
Table 1, can be fed with up to 50 LSTP/min, and a maximum pressure of 20 bar. Gas cooling
between the reactor stages is attained through uninsulated pipelines, so that condensate
is drained at the lowest pipeline height before the inlet to the next reactor stage. A multi-
thermocouple with six measuring points along the axis in the catalyst bed enables accurate
temperature measurement in each reactor, which is schematically pictured in Figure 3.
The gas composition of the intermediate product (after the first methanation stage) and
the final product (after the second methanation stage) was analyzed with an infrared
photometer (AL3000 URAS26) and a thermal conductivity analyzer (AL3000 CALDOS27)
from ABB [28,42].

In Table 3, the synthesized gas mixtures used for experimental test runs are shown,
considering both a hydrogen feed at SN = 0.78 and SN = 1.03 for steam gasification
product gas. For test runs, dry gas mixtures are produced by bottled synthesized gases,
and hydrocarbons are not available to be fed into the lab-scale methanation plant. The
operating pressure was set to 7 bar since this pressure level strikes a good balance between
necessary syngas compression and sufficient methanation performance, as CO and CO2
hydrogenation (Equations (1) and (3)) are strongly pressure-dependent [39]. The gas flow
amounts to 8.4 LSTP/min, resulting in a GSHV (gas hourly space velocity) of 2000 h−1. The
GHSV is calculated as the value of standard volume input flow divided by the catalyst
volume.
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Figure 3. Laboratory double-stage methanation set-up consisting of two fixed-bed reactors (R1 and
R2) with an introduced multi-thermocouple in the catalyst bed.

Table 3. Steam gasification syngas composition used for experimental lab-scale methanation test
runs at 7 bar and at GHSV = 2000 h−1. Hydrogen included in the syngas and additional supplied
hydrogen are indicated.

Gas Type Syngas from Steam Gasification

Methanation Strategy Sub-Stoichiometric Over-Stoichiometric

SN 0.78 1.03

Dry syngas composition in molar share in % – –
CO 12.6 10.3
CO2 12.9 10.5
H2 28.1 22.9

CH4 4.9 4.1

Additional H2 41.5 52.2

Total % 100 100

• Modeling approach for lab-scale methanation results

Experimental results were also modeled in Aspen Plus by implementing a kinetic
model from Rönsch et al. [43], as the model allows a broad temperature range due to its
background from dynamic methanation operation. In this model, CO2 methanation is
regarded as the linear combination of CO methanation and rWGS. Rönsch et al. propose
two reaction rates for CO methanation for an 18 or 50 wt.% Ni-catalyst. In the present
work, the kinetic reaction rate using the 18 wt.% Ni-catalyst (published by Klose et al. [44])
was chosen as it matches best with the catalyst implemented in the laboratory set-up. The
implemented reaction rate by Rönsch et al. follows the format of a LHHW (Langmuir–
Hinshelwood–Hougon–Watson) approach. The reactor set-up in the simulation flowsheet
is modeled as a one-dimensional plug-flow reactor system with two stages (Figure 4). This
layout best represents the experimental set-up consisting of two fixed-bed reactors in series,
considering the measured temperature profiles in each reactor. For the modeling process,
experimental parameters such as the reactor dimensions (di = 80 mm), chosen catalyst
(20 wt.% Ni-loading) with a height of 50 mm, temperature profiles, pressure level (7 bar)
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and the investigated feed gas composition from Table 3 were implemented in the chosen
kinetic model.

Figure 4. Aspen simulation model showing a two-stage methanation process with intermediate
product gas cooling.

• Technical evaluation parameters

To assess the overall performance of the different investigated methanation strategies,
several technical evaluation parameters were employed. The COx conversion given as a
percentage can be specified for a single stage or for the overall process, and is characterized
by Equation (12). Generally, the molarities, ni,j, are calculated by the molar flow,

.
ni, and

wet gas composition, xij, which themselves are calculated by yij, the dry gas composition,
with i specifying each component and j specifying feed or product (see Equation (11)):

nij =
.

ni × xij with xij = yij × (
1 − xH2O

)
(11)

The COx conversion is determined as follows (Equation (12)):

U(COx) =
(nCO + nCO2) f eed − (nCO + nCO2)product

(nCO + nCO2) f eed
× 100% (12)

The hydrogen conversion is important, especially for the assessment of the sub-
stoichiometric and over-stoichiometric strategy, and is given according to Equation (13):

U(H2) =

(
nH2 f eed − nH2 product

)

nH2 f eed
× 100% (13)

For large-scale methanation applications, gross assessment was conducted for all
syngas compositions depicted in Table 3, considering only technical feasible methanation
strategies. The required hydrogen and the resulting electrolysis capacity, as well as the
generated synthetic natural gas output, were ideally calculated and rated to the biomass in-
put power. The evaluation of the overall efficiency of a power-to-gas set-up (Equation (14))
will be discussed in detail in the Results Section.

For large-scale power-to-gas concepts, the required electrolysis capacity was calculated
via the required hydrogen amount, complying with the methanation strategies specified
in Section 2.1. A specific energy demand for electrolysis of 5 kWh/m3 H2 was assumed.
The capacities of electrolysis and the output of produced SNG were scaled to the biomass
input power of 25 MW, while the capacities are always standardized to the lower heating
value (LHV). The overall efficiency of the whole process chain from biomass to methane for
the considered strategies is defined in Equation (14), with respect to the assumed constant
biomass input power of 25 MW, which suitably describes a large-scale scenario [45]:

ηoverall =
SNG output

Biomass input + Electrolysis capacity
× 100% (14)
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The Wobbe Index in kWh/m3
STP (Equation (15)) is defined as the ratio between higher

heating value of a gas mixture, Hs, and the root of its relative density, d. More details of
each characteristic value can be found in [37].

Wobbe Index Ws Ws =
Hs√

d
(15)

2.3. Assessment Methodology for Each Methanation Strategy

The different methanation strategies from Section 2.1 will be evaluated with the tech-
nical evaluation tools from Section 2.2, as described in the following sections. Evaluation
parameters from Equations (12)–(15) will be used for the validation, supporting technical
assessment tools from Section 2.2 to rate different methanation strategies.

Table 4 provides an overview of which evaluation methods consisting of experiments,
modeling and large-scale concept calculations were applied on each specified methanation
strategy for the three different syngas compositions. All syngas compositions from Table 1
(steam gasification, SER and 100% CO2 gasification) were examined based on their potential
for downstream direct methanation without additional hydrogen supply in an illustrative
ternary plot (C-H-O). Experimental double-stage, lab-scale methanation test runs were
only carried out for sub-stoichiometric and over-stoichiometric methanation of syngas
from steam gasification. The investigated SN for sub-stoichiometric methanation was
identified with Aspen Plus to be 0.78, supplying enough hydrogen so that a full conversion
of hydrogen is guaranteed. At over-stoichiometric methanation, SN lies at 1.03.

Table 4. Assessment methodology matrix showing technical figure evaluation tools applied on different methanation
strategies and syngas compositions (steam gasification = SG, SER, 100% CO2 gasification = CO2-g or none (-)).

Assessment Method
Methanation Strategy

Direct Sub-Stoichiometric Over-Stoichiometric

Ternary plot SG, SER, CO2-g SG SG
Lab-scale experiments - SG SG

Modeling approach in Aspen Plus SG SG SG
Evaluation of large-scale PtG concept SG, SER, CO2-g SG, CO2-g SG, CO2-g

The obtained methanation results from laboratory experiments will also be shown in a
ternary plot and later compared with modeled results generated in a double-stage methana-
tion process, with implemented reaction kinetics from Rönsch in Aspen Plus. Additionally,
all strategies were analyzed based on their suitability for large-scale applications.

3. Results

In this section, the main results from basic thermodynamic investigations for all
syngas compositions are presented. Laboratory experimental and simulation results will
be shown for two of three methanation operation strategies (sub-stoichiometric and over-
stoichiometric), and ideally calculated large-scale power-to-gas set-ups will be assessed
based on their technical feasibility for future industrial-scale applications.

3.1. Basic Syngas Composition Evaluation

In Figure 5, Gibbs free energy of the reactions Equations (1)–(9), excluding Equation (7),
are shown as a function of temperature. The grey shaded area indicates typical methanation
operating temperatures from 250 to 550 ◦C. Below 250 ◦C and in the presence of carbon
monoxide, poisonous Ni(CO)4 is formed, which blocks active centers on the catalyst
surface. Operating temperatures above 550 ◦C may lead to thermal sintering of the catalyst
according to the manufacturer’s specifications, which again results in a loss of catalyst
activity [46].
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Figure 5. Gibbs free energy for relevant reactions for syngas methanation applications, generated
with HSC 10.

Exothermic reactions such as CO and CO2 methanation (Equations (1) and (3)) happen
preferably at lower temperatures, while CO methanation is generally favored against CO2
methanation as the free energy values are lower. Additionally, ethylene is more likely to be
hydrogenated to methane at lower operating temperatures (Equation (5)), which reduces
the risk of carbon formation that emerges from methane cracking (Equation (6)), as this
process would happen at elevated temperatures. At temperatures from 450 ◦C upwards,
the dominating reactions are the hydrogenation of ethylene (Equation (5)), steam reforming
of ethylene (Equation (9)), that again produces a CO/H2 mixture, and the Boudouard
reaction, that raises the possibility of carbon formation. Therefore, temperatures above
550 ◦C should be avoided in the methanation reactor as the conversion of CO and CO2
(Equations (1) and (3)) is totally inhibited by all other reactions shown in Figure 5.

3.2. Assessed Methanation Strategies

• Direct methanation (low-investment strategy)

The ternary diagram in Figure 6 depicts different syngas compositions by their C-O-H
ratio. The diagram shows that the product composition from SER gasification is not likely
to form carbon deposition due to its high share of hydrogen (70 vol.%) in the syngas. The
other two syngas compositions (from steam gasification and 100% CO2 gasification) are
located above the carbon deposition line, which would lead to the formation of solid carbon
in the case of direct methanation. The reason is a too-low SN, as the values lie at 0.31 and
0.05 for steam and 100% CO2 gasification, respectively. This result was also proven by
Kopyscinski et al. [25], who state that gas produced from coal or biomass gasification offer
a too-low hydrogen share for sufficient COx conversion and long catalyst lifetime.
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Figure 6. Ternary C-H-O ratio diagram showing carbon equilibrium lines at different temperature
and pressure levels and fractional compositions of syngas from Table 1.

A remedial action to suppress carbon formation can be the continuous dosage of water
vapor, referring to Neubert [33]. Steam dosage is illustratively shown for steam gasification
gas through the blue line in Figure 6 in case of no available hydrogen supply. The optimum
operation point for methanation of syngas from steam gasification, which does not lie in
the area of possible carbon formation, matches the intersection of the hydrogen supply
line in green and the line of full educt conversion in black. Anyway, steam supply would
not lead to the desired output gas compositions with a high share of methane as it pulls
the C-H-O composition further away from methane on the CH4-H2O connection line in
the direction of H2O. Only carbon deposition is hindered through the shift of chemical
equilibrium away from the carbon formation equilibrium lines.

The strategy of direct syngas methanation is technologically implementable for small-
and large-scale power-to-gas applications only under the usage of SER gasification gas,
as its SN of 1.3 shows an over-stoichiometric available hydrogen share of 30%. For the
two other syngas compositions, a direct methanation strategy will not yield the desired
product gas composition, i.e., a high share of methane, and would immensely shorten
catalyst lifetime due to carbon deposition.

• Sub-stoichiometric methanation (maximum H2 usage)

With two Gibbs reactors applied in the Aspen Plus simulation, the sub-stoichiometric
ratio for maximum hydrogen usage was determined as 0.78, as mentioned in Section 2.3. As
the least hydrogen should be present in the product gas after a double-stage methanation, a
share of unconverted COx is expected in the unconditioned SNG. Laboratory experiments
with defined dry steam gasification syngas composition from Table 3 were conducted. The
results from lab-scale methanation experiments can be seen in Table 5, in which the product
gas composition of sub- and over-stoichiometric steam gasification syngas methanation are
shown.
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Table 5. Results of double-stage methanation experiments of steam gasification syngas in a laboratory plant at the Chair of
Process Technology and Environmental Protection in Leoben.

Methanation Strategy (Varying SN)
Sub-Stoichiometric

(0.78)
Over-Stoichiometric

(1.03)
ÖVGW G B210

Criteria [37]

Final product gas composition
CO2 mol.% 16.8 0.01 <2
H2 mol.% 3.45 13.77 <10

Total COx conversion rate
after second stage % 82.5 100

Total H2 conversion rate
after second stage % 98.4 94.8

Combustion characteristics

Wobbe Index kWh/m3 10.86 14.14 13.25–15.81
Higher heating value kWh/m3 9.07 9.92 9.87–13.23

Relative density - 0.69 0.492 0.5–0.7

As hydrogen is restrictedly available in the sub-stoichiometric methanation strategy, a
high share of 16.8 mol% of CO2 is present in the product gas of the methanation, which
would require CO2 separation before the product gas can be fed into the natural gas grid
in Austria. Although only 3.45 mol% of hydrogen is present in the product gas, meeting
Austria’s current quality criteria for a feed into the natural gas grid (<10 mol.%), the share
of included CO2 with nearly 17 mol.% is higher than the specified value in the directive.
CO2 can be separated according to today’s available technologies (amine scrubber [47,48])
to around 93%. Assuming a moderate CO2 separation rate of 90% from the raw SNG,
the included share of hydrogen rises to about 4.6 mol.% and CO2 is lowered to around
1.7 mol.%, whereby the gas quality criteria can be met. The hydrogen conversion rate lies
at 98.4% due to high reaction temperatures in the first methanation stage, at approximately
460 ◦C. In the second methanation reactor, temperature peaks were lowered due to limited
occurring reactions. The average temperature in the second stage lies at 304 ◦C, resulting
in an elevated hydrogen conversion rate after the first reactor stage.

Figure 7 shows a ternary plot of wet and dry product gas compositions downstream
of the first and second methanation stages (R1 or R2), taken from experimental test runs
with sub- and over-stoichiometric methanation strategies. The composition of steam
gasification syngas is marked in the area of carbon formation, while the connection line
of steam gasification syngas with hydrogen in the lower left corner of the plot indicates a
methanation process. The line of full educt conversion is shown, connecting the compounds
CH4 and H2O. The dry product gas from the sub-stoichiometric methanation strategy after
the first and second reactor stages is positioned within the area of carbon deposition
(blue markers, Figure 7). This very likely results in carbon formation during methanation
processes, in small- and in large-scale applications after drying the product gas for a
feed into the grid. To hinder unwanted catalyst deactivation, additional steam supply
during sub-stoichiometric methanation will shift the equilibrium composition even further
towards H2O, as highlighted in pink markers (Figure 7) for the wet gas composition. This
will enable operation in the area below the carbon formation line.
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Figure 7. Ternary C-H-O ratio diagram showing wet and dry intermediate and product gas composi-
tions (after first and second stages, R1 and R2) of syngas methanation from steam gasification under
sub-stoichiometric and over-stoichiometric hydrogen supply.

• Over-stoichiometric methanation (maximum carbon transformation)

As hydrogen is supplied in an over-stoichiometric ratio during test series, a full
COx conversion can be achieved for steam gasification syngas methanation. This results
firstly in no carbon dioxide present in the product gas (see Table 5). Secondly, the share
of left-over hydrogen in the product gas from methanation amounts to nearly 14 mol.%,
which demands further gas upgrading to meet the feed-in quality criteria. This can also be
assessed by the parameter of lower hydrogen conversion (94.8%).

The experimental results of the over-stoichiometric methanation strategy are also
visualized in the ternary plot in Figure 7. The dry gas composition downstream of the first
and second methanation stages (black markers) can be found very close to CH4, because
a high share (in this case: 85.1 mol.%) of methane is present in the methanation product
gas. For a complete substitution of natural gas, methane concentrations of more than
95 vol.% are required. Otherwise, the product gas can only substitute natural gas to some
extent, or needs to be mixed with other gases [33]. Therefore, further gas upgrading after
methanation is also necessary for this methanation strategy.

3.3. Summary of Experimental Results of Sub- and Over-Stoichiometric Methanation Strategy

In Table 5, some combustion criteria according to ÖVGW G B210 are listed. In case of
sub-stoichiometric methanation, a too-high share of carbon dioxide decreases the higher
heating value, that finally does not meet the required criteria. In case of over-stoichiometric
methanation, a too-high share of hydrogen is included, whereas the combustion criteria can
be met. Further gas upgrading—either H2 or CO2 separation—is necessary in both cases
for injection of the produced gas into the natural gas grid. Additional costs and energy
expenditures for the product gas purification will not be discussed in detail in this article.

3.4. Comparison of Laboratory Experiments and Modeled Results Applying Sub- and
Over-Stoichiometric Methanation Strategies

It can be seen in Table 6 that the implemented kinetic model from Rönsch et al. [43]
predicts the COx conversion behind both methanation stages with a similar trend as the
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achieved experimental results. The total H2 conversion in the double-stage methanation
process is slightly over-estimated. For sub- and over-stoichiometric methanation, the
modeled H2 conversion lies at 99.5% and 95.5%, respectively. In contrast, it lies at 98.4% and
94.8% according to the experimental results for sub- and over-stoichiometric methanation.
Both calculations, COx and H2 conversion, are based on the modeled gas compositions
after the first and second reactor stages in Aspen Plus. Additionally, the intermediate (first
stage) and product gas compositions (second stage) do not show a major deviation with
the obtained gas composition during experimental test runs. Therefore, the kinetic model
of Rönsch can describe the experimental results in a good approximation when the system
parameters are considered.

Table 6. Experimental and modeled results from sub- and over-stoichiometric methanation strategies.

Syngas from Steam Gasification
SN = 0.78 SN = 1.03

1st Stage 2nd Stage 1st Stage 2nd Stage

Dry gas composition (mol.%)—results from experiments/simulation

CO2 17.5/16.9 16.81/16 2/3 0.1/0.7

H2 10.7/12.6 3.45/1 22.6/20.6 13.8/12.1

CO 0.25/0 0/0 0/0 0/0

CH4 71.55/70.5 79.75/83 75.4/76.4 86.1/87.2

COx conversion (%)

Experimental 80 83 97 100

Modeled 81.5 88.9 99.2 99.6

Total H2 conversion (%)

Experimental - 98.4 - 94.8

Modeled - 99.5 - 95.5

3.5. Preview: Large-Scale Power-to-Gas Concepts

All syngas compositions shown in Table 1 have been evaluated based on their applica-
bility for large-scale power-to-gas concepts. Assuming 25 MW of constant biomass input
power and cold gas efficiencies provided in Table 1, generated syngas power to metha-
nation considering the lower heating value (LHV), the required hydrogen demand and
the output of synthetic natural gas have been ideally calculated. To provide an overview
about different concept set-ups, the installed electrolysis capacity follows the methanation
strategies from Section 2.1 for steam and 100% CO2 gasification gas. Hydrogen in SER
product gas is already present in a widely over-stoichiometric ratio (SN = 1.3), and therefore
only direct methanation is assessed for SER product gas. The hypothetical power-to-gas
layouts are shown in Table 7.

Table 7. Large-scale power-to-gas concepts following the methanation strategies for the chosen gasification product gas
compositions (assumed constant biomass input of 25 MW).

Column Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Gas Type Steam Gasification SER 100% CO2 Gasification

SN 0.31 0.78 1.03 1.3 0.05 0.78 1.03
Scenario assessed for large-scale applications (x) � � � (x) (x) (x)

Syngas power to methanation (MWLHV) 21 21 18 18
Syngas volume flow (m3

STP/h) 6909 6909 4670 7762
Cold gas efficiency gasification (%) 84 84 73 73

Electrolysis capacity (MW) 0 25 38 0 0 80 107
SNG output [MWLHV] incl.CH4 in feed 17 30 36 14 8 53 66

Overall efficiency (%) 67.3 59.9 56.9 55.9 30.8 51.1 49.9
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Set-ups considering direct methanation of product gas from steam and 100% CO2
gasification (Table 7, columns 1 and 5) are not technically feasible, as the ternary plot in
Figure 6 shows that in these two cases, carbon is certainly formed without additional
hydrogen supply during methanation processes. However, in the case of direct steam
gasification (column 1), the overall process efficiency would show the highest value of
all considered scenarios, with 67.3%, as the included hydrogen share would enable the
conversion of COx to an appropriate share of synthetic methane (namely, 17 MWLHV SNG).
Examining the methanation of CO2 gasification product gas, a major advantage would
be the opportunity for CCU, whereas a very low hydrogen share in the syngas (5 vol.%)
leads to enormous electrolysis capacities (80 or 107 MW) for the two chosen methanation
strategies (columns 6 and 7). As these capacities are significantly higher than in other
investigated scenarios, the overall efficiencies show the lowest values for the methanation
of syngas from CO2 gasification. Recapitulatory, the grey shaded columns in Table 7 show
not technically feasible (columns 1 and 5) and not economically feasible (columns 6 and 7)
large-scale power-to-gas set-ups.

The columns 2–4 (white background, Table 7) indicate the large-scale power-to-gas
concepts which show technical potential for realization.

An immense difference in the required installed electrical power of the electrolysis unit
can be seen between the sub- and over-stoichiometric methanation strategies of syngas from
steam gasification (columns 2 and 3). In the latter case, electrolysis capacity corresponds to
1.5 times the value of the sub-stoichiometric methanation strategy. In contrast to the high
difference in installed power of the electrolyzer, the generated synthetic natural gas power
amounts to either 30 or 36 MW for the two methanation strategies. The SNG output power
enlargement of 20% underlies the 52% of additionally needed electricity for electrolysis
operation, which results in elevated operational costs. The overall efficiency with nearly
60% for the sub-stoichiometric methanation strategy considering maximum hydrogen
usage is higher than for the over-stoichiometric methanation strategy with nearly 57%
considering maximum carbon usage. At over-stoichiometric methanation conditions, a
surplus of hydrogen is produced in the electrolysis, as unused hydrogen (nearly 14 mol.%)
can be detected in the product gas, see the experimental results in Table 5.

Due to its high hydrogen share (70 vol.%), SER syngas does not require an electrolysis
for stoichiometric methanation of the syngas (column 4, Table 7). However, owing to its
low share of carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide (5.6 and 8.6 vol.%), synthetic natural
gas with a power of only 14 MW could be produced. Consequently, nearly 38 mol.%
of hydrogen is still present in the raw-SNG, which has to be lowered to <10 mol.% to
meet Austria’s feed-in quality criteria by an appropriate separation step [42] (i.e., polymer
membranes). Bartik et al. also indicate around 22 vol.% of hydrogen in the product gas after
SER methanation experiments [31]. The overall efficiency of SER product gas methanation
lies at nearly 56%, while left-over hydrogen can also be further utilized.

The optimum large-scale set-up is the sub-stoichiometric methanation strategy, which
implies the least required hydrogen supply while exhibiting the highest possible overall
process efficiency.

3.6. Summary of Results

In Table 8, an overview is provided about the advantages and disadvantages of each
investigated methanation strategy applied on different syngas compositions. Additionally,
comments are included about why one of the methanation strategies has not been applied
on a specific syngas composition. The technological readiness level of the gasification
technologies is ranked from top to bottom in Table 8 (steam gasification = best developed
technology, SER = medium development status, CO2-gasification = technology under
development).
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Table 8. Overview of advantages and disadvantages of the applied methanation strategies on different syngas compositions.

Advantages
Disadvantages

Comments

Methanation Strategy

Direct Sub-Stoichiometric Over-Stoichiometric

Steam gasification - not applicable (SN = 0.31)
- solid carbon formation expected

+ maximum hydrogen usage
+ highest overall PtG efficiency
- CO2 separation from product gas
necessary

+ maximum carbon
transformation
- elevated electrolysis capacity
needed
- H2 separation from product gas
necessary

SER

+ feasible process
+ no solid carbon formation
+ no additional H2 needed
- elevated tar content in syngas

Not applicable as hydrogen surplus
present in raw syngas

Not necessary as hydrogen surplus
present in raw syngas

CO2-gasification - not applicable (SN = 0.05)
- solid carbon formation expected

+ CCU possibility
- Low H2 share in syngas requires
large electrolysis capacities

+ CCU possibility
- Low H2 share in syngas requires
large electrolysis capacities

4. Discussion

The obtained syngas from gasification features a different gas composition based on
the gasification technology (steam or CO2 as a gasification agent, or SER). Regardless of
the gasification technology, all syngases need basic gas cleaning from dust, tar, sulfur, and
nitrogen components prior to e-fuel synthesis. The presented results from the combined
approach of gasification and methanation proved to be promising, while the different
methanation operation strategies considering varying hydrogen supply have a strong effect
on the produced SNG gas composition.

Direct methanation represents the best strategy from an economic point of view as
the plant complexity and additional expenditures for hydrogen production are minimized.
The exclusively suitable syngas for direct methanation is SER syngas due to its high share
of hydrogen (around 70 vol.%), as SN lies at 1.31. Included COx can be totally converted
with the over-stoichiometrically present hydrogen, and carbon formation does not occur.
The overall efficiency from the process chain starting from biomass to SNG including
SER gasification is the lowest of all considered technically feasible cases in column 4 in
Table 7, with almost 56%. According to Fuchs et al. [20], the practical feasibility of the SER
process is provided in pilot plant scale. Further investigation should be carried out in a
demonstration plant ensuring the working principle in the range of MW and in long-time
operation mode. If syngas from steam or CO2 gasification is directly used for methanation,
carbon formation certainly occurs, which would reduce the catalyst’s lifetime (see ternary
plot in Figure 6). Additionally, conversion rates are not sufficient as the present hydrogen
share is low. Both arguments strengthen the reasoning for no further pursuits of a direct
methanation strategy if syngas from steam or CO2 gasification is utilized.

The most promising operation mode is sub-stoichiometric methanation, especially of
syngas from steam gasification. Sub-stoichiometric methanation features an optimized hy-
drogen usage as the availability of renewable energy is restricted for hydrogen production.
Laboratory methanation test runs in a double-stage fixed-bed methanation set-up operated
with a commercial bulk catalyst showed a 98.4% hydrogen conversion. The pursued aim of
maximized hydrogen usage was reached and the overall process efficiency from biomass
to SNG was the highest, at 59.9%. Due to too-little hydrogen present, COx conversion
declined, and the product gas composition did not meet the feed-in quality criteria for the
gas grid. Additionally, carbon formation is likely to occur, as it was shown in the ternary
diagram (Figure 6). Steam supply may shift the equilibrium composition in the area of no
carbon formation. For large-scale sub-stoichiometric biomass to SNG applications, this
challenge needs to be precisely considered with fundamental thermodynamic evaluations
in the future. The hydrogen supply may be increased, but still appear at sub-stoichiometric
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character (SN < 1) to firstly save renewable energy and investment costs, and secondly
enhance the COx conversion. This sweet spot of hydrogen supply can be assessed in future
investigations to be a possible optimum operation mode. Replacing the commercial bulk
catalyst with a structured honeycomb catalyst that offers better load-flexible operation
qualities is also a possibility for further investigations at the laboratory scale [23].

The applied over-stoichiometric methanation showed different results compared with
the sub-stoichiometric operation mode. The available excess of H2 enabled full conversion
of COx and led to high methane concentrations in the produced SNG, but showed a
94.8% conversion of hydrogen only. Most literature sources focus on this methanation
strategy either in fixed or fluidized bed methanation set-ups. A negative aspect of the
over-stoichiometric methanation strategy is characterized by the unused share of hydrogen
which is present in the produced SNG (around 14 mol.% in experimental investigations
by using syngas from steam gasification). Considering an economic point of view, the
wastage of elaborately produced hydrogen does not represent a possible operation mode
for catalytic methanation of syngas in large-scale applications.

5. Conclusions

The utilization of biomass and excess electricity shows great potential to produce syn-
thetic fuels such as SNG. The focus of this article was on the identification of technological
possible methanation routes for a large-scale biomass to SNG set-up, combining biomass-
based (b-fuels) and electro-fuels (e-fuels) based on fundamental technical evaluations.

The presented concept, consisting of methanation of syngas from steam gasification,
was identified to show the most favorable syngas composition for downstream metha-
nation. The included hydrogen share of around 48 vol.% in the syngas and the high
technical readiness level of steam gasification in large-scale gasification set-ups provide a
good starting position for further plant concept elaborations including biomass to SNG
technologies.

The operation mode of sub-stoichiometric methanation (SN = 0.78) applied to syngas
from steam gasification offers a good compromise between the reduction of hydrogen
demand and a high overall process efficiency. As the aim is for hydrogen to be used to
a maximum extent, laboratory tests showed a hydrogen conversion rate of 98.4%, which
represents a satisfactory result. In a large-scale set-up, an overall efficiency from biomass
to SNG of 59.9% can be reached. Further studies on predicted catalyst lifetime need to be
conducted under the help of water vapor dosage in the methanation system to shift the
equilibrium composition into the area of no carbon formation during methanation. The
sweet spot of operation needs to be elaborated in detail as the stochiometric number of
hydrogen supply and additional steam supply can be varied in future test series. Subse-
quent gas cleaning after the methanation unit will be inevitable to meet the feed-in quality
criteria for H2 and CO2.
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List of Symbols

The following symbols are used in the manuscript:
Index i gas component in mixture
Index j feed or product gas stream
d density
ΔG Gibbs free energy
ΔHR reaction enthalpy
Hs higher heating value
nij molarities
.

ni molar flows
U conversion rate
xij wet gas composition
yij dry gas composition
Ws Wobbe Index
η overall process efficiency

Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
AUT Austria
CCU Carbon capture and utilization
CH4 Methane
CO2 Carbon dioxide
CO2-g. CO2 gasification
DFB Dual-fluidized bed gasification
GHSV Gas Hourly Space Velocity (h−1)
H2 Hydrogen
H2O Water or Steam
LHV Lower heating value (MW)
mol.% molar share
Multi-T Multi-Thermocouple
ÖVGW Österreichische Vereinigung für das Gas- und Wasserfach—Austrian Association for

Gas and Water
R1-R2 Reactor 1 or 2
SER Sorption-enhanced reforming
SG Steam gasification
SNG Synthetic natural gas
SWE Sweden
TU Wien Technical University of Vienna
vol.%db share in volume percent (dry basis)
wt.% share in weight percent
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